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                     Shadow Roses  
                       by Allen Field Weitzel 

Drops of Autumn 
by 

Patricia Ann Mayorga 
 
 
 
 

 
I shall never tire 
of seeing the gifts 

of autumn. 
There is so much 

more 
to a morning run 

than fleeting 
across the 

paved trails.  

Colorful Oaks   

by  Millard Davis 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

                by Grant Brown 

Family in the Moonlight  

Woody 
by  

Allen Field Weitzel 



Patricia Ann Mayorga 

The Gift 
 
The River winds itself around her heart,  

streaming through each artery, each throb  

that pumps the life she breathes as she slowly 

walks the trails with no certain path in mind. 
 
She listens with her senses, notices the  

foliage becoming greener, moist to the  

touch, the air seems to dampen,  
 
cling to branches like dew crystals. She  

yearns like a lonely lover to wade in the 

cool streams and have them wrap around 

her, an embrace that will complete her. 
 
Logs line uneven paths. She peers with 

curious wonder of what lives in dried 

hollows of tall stumps. Never has she been 

met with clear marbled eyes that perhaps 

might peer back. 
 
Silken threads glisten while the sun slices 

through webs made to rest, to trap  

a meal, a world threaded across a path. 
 
Smiling, she accepts in reverence that 

she is never tasted and walks without  

fear throughout the nature laid  

unevenly where she may tread. 
 
Flowers bloom in freedom, 

scattered like jewels scenting this world 

free from the hatchet of civilization.  
 
Closing her eyes, she sits silently, hears  

the song sent through branches, carried 

by a breeze. She swallows this mystery 
 
as the tree spirit revels in the secrets 

leading her to the River. Here she is 

safe, amidst the grace, the gift.    
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Linda Susan Amos 
 

Full moon timely white 

Its light washed over her soul 

Cleansing it again 
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 Poets’ Espresso Review  would like to welcome our new 

writers, Benjamin Bennett (MI), Jerome Berglund (MN), 

Jennifer Fenn (CA) Raquel Gonzalez (CA), Allison 

Grayhurst (ON), Dylan Mabe (VA), Pamela Pan (CA), and 

welcome back Carla McGill (CA). Thank you to all contrib-

uting writers and artists for continuing to share your poetry 

with Poets’ Espresso Review. Please consider submitting black and white as 

well as color art and photographs for possible publication.  
 
Thank you Emela McLaren for sharing your photograph Sunflower for our 

front cover and Allen Weitzel for sharing his abstract painting Night Club for 

the back cover of this issue. Allen’s beautiful digital artwork Shadow Roses  

and Millard Davis’ photograph Colorful Oaks both add a stunning element of 

the soft nature of both summer and autumn to our poetry journal.  I want to 

bring attention to Grant Brown’s freehand watercolor Family in the Moonlight 

featured on the back inside cover. Grant is our youngest artist. At only eleven 

years old, he has found passion in painting.  

Thank you, to San Joaquin Delta College  and the Writers’ Guild  for the part-

nership that keeps Poets’ Espresso Review in print. In a world led by digital 

enterprise, it is important to have a collection of fine poetry and art bound in a 

small book that we can hold and set on our night table.  
  
Thank you for all those who continue to contribute monetary donations to 

help keep Poets’ Espresso Review in print. Poets’ Espresso Review has been 

enlarged to accommodate for the decreased publications. Donations can be 

sent to Patricia Mayorga, 1474 Pelem Ct., Stockton, CA 95203. Please address 

checks to Patricia Mayorga.  
  

Please visit our website at poetsespressoreview.com Thank you, 

Donald Anderson, for your continued dedication to our poetry 

journal that is available on line thanks to Donald’s technical  

knowledge and support. It is the efforts of teamwork that keeps 

our poetry journal viable.  
 
This issue is dedicated to Simon Perchik, loyal contributor to Poets’ Espresso Review for 
over a decade. May you Rest in Peace Simon. 
 
Sincerely, 

Patricia Ann Mayorga 
Editor-in-Chief 

Poets’ Espresso Review 
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G.A. Scheinoha 

Social Mediocrity 
 
Am I trending 

or only blending 

into the 

Instagram 

woods, another 

tree you can't 

see from the 

Facebook forest, 

who could 

Too many faces, 

profiles and spaces, 

filled with dates, 

celebrations 

and words. 

Yes, it's true 

what you've heard. 

Everyone gets 

fifteen minutes 

of fame. No 

shame in a 

second chance. 

Or is it already 

my third? 
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G.A. Scheinoha 

Time's Up 
 
She's a sixty second 

philosopher, explains 

herself in less than  

a minute. 

There are no 

controversies. 

She never stays  

in it that long. 

Just moves on 

to the next 

subject 

in her grand 

exhibition. 

Doesn't care if 

it's an imposition 

on your time. 

The only crime 

in her mind 

is not to let 

each and 

everyone know, 

because  

that's 

how she  

rolls. 

Driver’s Fantasy 
            by  
Elizabeth Parrish 



 Simon Perchik  
Rest in Peace 

December 24, 1923 - June 14, 2022 
 

Thank you, Simon for the years of sharing your poetry with Poets’  
Espresso Review. You words, and your visions will be missed . The  
mystery between each line left me wondering what comes when we leave.  

     ~Patricia Ann Mayorga 

Simon Perchik 

Untitled 
  

Your hair black from the stars 

moistened by these small stones 

widening for clouds and plumage 
  
–the sun is no longer at home here 

though alongside your thighs its sadness 

opens for the breeze mouth to mouth 
  
half dirt, half emptiness and you 

are still naked, moving this hillside 

closer and what it was like for mornings 
  
falls down together –did you put on earrings? 

–there will be no flowers 

only the rocks poured one hand into the other 
  
as if you were once filled with kisses 

and now – leave, nothing is left 

not even the grass over your shoulder. 
 
 
Simon Perchik 

Untitled 
  
In the slot for tracks the time between trains 

is your last address though it's the station 

that's waiting for the years gone by to return 
  
the way this unwanted newspaper is already seated 

as if it was going further and at the border 

would spread as the grammar all travelers learn 
  
from each other to put the minutes in order 

before reaching out to hand some conductor 

the death certificate that has no period 
  
for the hole to be dug by the silence 

reaching out from so many tears 

night after night for it to end. 
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Getting Published 
 
Mail submissions to Poets’ Espresso Review to Patricia Mayorga at  

1474 Pelem Ct., Stockton, CA 95203 or email submissions to poetses-

pressorview@gmail.com. Submissions can include poetry, artwork, and 

photography. All material must be appropriate for most age groups. A 

two to four line biography is required. Please include a photograph if 

possible, a return address, phone number and email address. 

The Children’s Book Store by Robert Austin 

Continued Tip the Mug  
By then you’ll be seated in A Land to The South While Still Being 

North. There will be an open bar and you’ll be more sober than  

ever. We drink in all of reality even the fantastic parts and the parts 

we make with our disguises and play, strategies to pass the time while 

we wish for more of it. Where did the time go after all? No, no  

regrets. Accept the invitation,  if you can. The house is open for a 

while and The People Gather as In Days of Old, days like today, 

pictured on the picture scope. 

 

 

 

 

Allen Field Weitzel 

What Else Could I Be? 
 
I am mist on a rose.  

Crest of a whitecap.  

Whisper from your lips.  

Fog settled softly between leaves  

of the tall redwood.  

Ink on the paper of a  

love letter from your hand.  

Twinkle in your eye. 

Perfume on the back of your neck.  

Sunlight through tree leaves.  

A thought, never shared, 

saved until now.  

Only you know the difference.  

What else could I be?  

The love you found. 
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Allen Field Weitzel 

Destination 
  

All we possess are dreams and time. 

Waste them and we become merely 

wandering souls with 

not far to go. 



Benjamin Bennett-Carpenter 

Tip the Mug 
 
Whatever will fit in the vehicle and no more. Of course, we could 

bring it later but will probably be flying and we’ll only be allowed one 

carry-on so better pick the essentials now and buy the big stuff on the 

other end. We’ll cancel the rentals and go with what we already own 

which will save us and then we’ll have more to spend later if we like 

and thereare stores nearby which we can go to while we’re there or 

you can order them and they’ll deliver right to your new address. I’ve 

got to dig the new addresses for several people off my phone. Every-

body moving everywhere. I’ll bring my toolset just in case. There’s 

probably nothing to do with them but it could be good to have on 

hand, little repairs that can be done in an hour or two. Maybe a quick 

trip to the hardware section of the convenience store on the corner. 

Something the laundromat doesn’t have, the church doesn’t have, the 

noodle place doesn’t have, and something you may have to get on the 

subway for ̶ or at least walk awhile for. You can take the bus back. It’s 

just a few stops really once you cast your eyes just below the horizon, 

not closed, half open, and hold yourself still in a stable position. Don’t 

forget to breath. Remember to leave your phone number. Mel Shaw, 

here. I think you pocket called me while yelling at the boys in the 

kitchen. This is so embarrassing, albeit classic. I was always taught the 

birds were always listening, you know on the windowsill outside the 

window because you know it’s always warm in the Mediterranean, 

unlike The Great Cold North where windows get closed and birds go 

away for the winter. Picker-uppers and go-ers are all ready to roll 

across the land, sea, sky, and space ̶ don’t forget space, both cyber and 

outer, the space to absolutely control in order to maintain world  

dominance. Packing up all items doesn’t happen til next week and no 

one knows what each day brings so don’t get ahead of yourself as you 

shuffle and scratch and glide and tip the mug your way. 
 
Benjamin Bennett-Carpenter 

With A Friend 
 
I’m just here with a friend and we’re talking. Then there’s little time 

for niceties. Just get the orders in and get them right. Everything gets  

reviewed now. Let us review the review. And now: experience of the 

review. Review thy breath. Scan thy body. See now, that's how it is. 

You need not make for the border. You’re already here. Gambling is 

now legal here. All things are permissible, although all things are not 

beneficial. Find thy benedictions. You’re around their corner. A few 

stone throws away. Throw the stone. Then walk to it. Pick it up. 

Throw it again. Repeat for a while til you can see where you are. 
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Jeanine Stevens 

Glass Beads 
 

Sorting through an old box,  

I find Aunt Mary’s glass beads,  

the color of new grass, a wash of gold leaf.  

I don’t remember her wearing them; 

they had a tricky clasp. Her left arm,  

injured in an accident, was incorrectly set,  

the elbow unbent, the arm strait. 

A professional secretary at Prestolite Company  

in Speedway City, she usually wore a tailored  

pant suit, and my favorite pin, a red, white  

and blue U.S.A with rhinestones. 

She lived a block away in a small bungalow 

with a basement for poker games. 

My uncle, disabled, had a part-time  

rug cleaning business. On occasion,  

his grumpy mother and useless 

brother moved in. I don’t remember  

many meals prepared in their kitchen,  

maybe fried hamburgers, 

sliced tomatoes and cottage cheese 

(the kind with large weepy curds). 

Evenings, my dinner over, I’d walked  

to the corner drugs for a scoop of vanilla.  

Sometimes Aunt Mary was having 

the blue plate special: cutlets  

or hot turkey with gravy.  

She didn’t seem lonesome. I realized  

that being alone could be all right,  

even preferable.  

With babysitting earnings, I began  

paying for my own meals  

in the school cafeteria, 

and at Woolworth’s lunch counter. 
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Live in the sunshine, swim the sea,  

drink the wild air. 

                              ~Ralph Waldo Emerson 



Jeanine Stevens 

Magic 
   Little Ball Club Lake, Northern Minnesota,  

   sometime in the last century. 
 

We untie the rope at 10 a.m.,  

forget our stringers and sun hats.  
 
Too late for good fishing  

but my aunt, pregnant, insists;  

this will be our last year at the lake. 
 
I row through bright lily pads, try 

for a shady bass cove or crappie hole, but growing  
 
pains make me tire—we drift too close, weeds 

tangle our tough lines and silver minnows. 
 
Almost noon, a dragonfly’s lacy wings  

perch on my cane pole. I’m drowsy  

in the sound of slow folds and blue waters. 
 
We can hear Doris Day’s new recording,  

“It’s Magic,” from the juke box in the cafe. 
 
Then, a strike! A fat one, we drop anchor. 
 
My pole clanks tinny on the boat’s edge. 

My aunt has 3, flipping loose—then 6 more. 
 
She removes her worn slip. 

We stack layers inside, tears running,  

cheeks sprouting even more freckles. 
 
Pungent scent of yellow algae.  

The lake is in bloom, 

the seasons changing. 
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Life is a flower of which love is the honey. 
                                                     ~Victor Hugo 
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Congratulations Brad Buchanan on his most recent publica-

tion CHIMERA. Few people have survived the nightmare of a 

stem cell transplant gone sideways. Fewer still have had the 

audacity to write poetry about the miraculous yet bewildering 

experience of becoming a genetic chimera. Brad Buchanan 

breaks this taboo and offers us eloquent, surrealistic, and  

profoundly moving lyrics about his dramatic transformation 

and amazing recovery. People can order the book online 

at https://www.finishinglinepress.com/product/chimera-by-

brad-buchanan  

Congratulations Celine Rose Mariotti on her new publication 

Through Celine’s Eyes. Celine’s poetry offers words of  

inspiration through her poetry that brings warmth to your 

heart and gives hope for tomorrow. Through Celine’s Eyes 
reflects her family, her hobbies, friendship, writing and about 

Connecticut. To order contact Celine at celinem@aol.com 

and she will email you an order form. Celine also creates 
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 Andres Leung 

Once Upon a Dead Night 
 
When the day rises, I go to the mug that beholds me. Some may 

call it “black death,” but I just call it coffee. It always struck me that 

people could give such a foul name to something that gives so 

much life. My phone alarm goes off as the time is now 1:40 pm, 

considerably early for a college student like me. I walk outside on a 

gloomy day struggling to the class I wish not to go to. It’s weird how 

my mind works as although I walk slowly to my class, I still love it, 

but just not today. The ducks that fly high, soar above me like 

smoke from chimneys will be the only thing on my journey towards 

the one they call chalk Hill. I finally make it down the long road 

and onto the path that blooms with flowers to invite me to the end 

of the journey. I take my seat in the same place I always do, the far-

left side which stands alone next to the warmth of the wall. The 

lights brighter and the light heart of my professor beams through 

the room like a beacon. All types of peers surround me. Those 

who are cheerful some days and others who are not so delighted. 

No matter what mood someone is in, the professor seems to always 

make our day a little better with his positive attitude. I don’t know 

about you but I’m proud and happy to call this classroom my  

family. 
 
 

 
 
Allen Field Weitzel 

Then as Now 
 
Remember holding hands by the shoreline.  

Broken clouds pretending to be fog,  

or smashed whitecaps, nudging me  

closer to you. It is a moment saved  

for when we are no longer huddled at water’s edge.  

You’ll be with me then, as we are now.  

Counting sea shells we salvaged, and  

kisses we saved. Don’t count the men  

who you left adrift,  

smiles you never gave or  

touches you never granted.  

A gathering.  

So real, then as now. 
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Milton P. Ehrlich 

My Musical Journey  
 

I found myself standing 

on a marble lobby in front  

of a group of elevators. 

Something like a magnetic  

force pulled me into one of them. 

We zoomed up in what could 

have only been the speed of light.  
 
The door opened to a tree-lined 

oasis with a sign in bright red roses 

that spelled: Welcome to your home away from home! 
 
Musical instruments were displayed 

on a table loaded with Dromedary dates, 

Black Mission figs and ripe pomegranates. 
 
A sign said: Choose your instrument. 
I picked up my old Bach Stradivarius 

and began to play Chirichiribin  

with a glissando flourish  

as if I was Harry James himself. 

I’m never going back. 
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Milton P. Ehrlich 

My Cherished Icon 
  

More beautiful 

than Cleopatra, 

and more valued 

than Stonehenge, 

my deceased wife  

could have danced  

better than Ginger 

dancing with Fred. 

Compassionate  

as a Zen Monk  

and unsurpassed  

as an artist, she  

was a work of art  

who created beauty  

wherever she went. 

A moment spent 

with her was a glimpse 

into the nothingness 

she always made  

into something. 



Joan McNerney 

Inquiry 
  

Who  

took away spring 

stole all the glory 

throwing our gardens of green 

into these hills of scorched grass? 
  
Who  

dared to care 

more about money 

destroying everything good  

forgetting earth is our only 

home? 
  
Who  

is so callous 

to laugh at the suffering 

of the sick poor yet pretend 

to believe in a loving God? 
  
Who 

began all these wars 

making mothers cry for children 

searching for their bodies 

in the chaos of destruction? 
  
Who  

robbed our hope  

and all our wonder  

burning heaven with dry  

lightning to pierce the sky. 
  
Who  

are you 

who made 

the angels moan? 
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Joan McNerney  

I planted my garden 
  

on the wrong side 

of moon forgetting 

tides of ocean 

lunar wax wane 
  

only madness 

was cultivated 

there underground 

tubular roots 

corpulent veins 
  

flowers called 

despair gave off 

a single fruit... 
  

I ate it 

my laughter 

becoming harsh 

my eyes grew 

oblique. 

Joan McNerney  

Spring Equinox 
  
This is when we search for 

color to transform cold grey. 

Rainfall begins its magic  

high lighting sky blue. 
  
We see stacks of luminous clouds 

as plants pop out emerald buds 

and forsythia bursts open with 

sparkling yellow stalks. 
  
Trees dressed up in chic green  

boogie through noon breezes. 
  
Aromatic lilac bushes cluster  

in soft bunches. Just today a  

breath of warmth brought alive 

pink crepe myrtle branches.  

Michael Lee Johnson 

97, Coming to Terms & Goodbye 
  (An atheist faces his own death.) 

Dedicated to the memory of Herbert Fingarette, November 2, 2018, 

age 97 
 
Wait until I have to say goodbye, 

don’t rush; I’m a philosophical professor 

facing my own death on my own time. 

It takes longer to rise to kick the blankets back. 

I take my pills with water and slowly lift 

myself out of bed to the edge of my walker. 

Living to age 97 is an experience I share 

with my caretaker and so hard to accept. 

It’s hard for youngsters who have not experienced 

old age to know the psychology of pain 

that you can’t put your socks on or pull 

your own pants up without help anymore— 

thank God for suspenders. 

“At a certain point, there’s no reason 

to be concerned about death, when you die, 

no problem, there’s nothing.” 

But why in my loneness, teeth stuck 

in with denture glue, my daily pillbox complete, 

and my wife, Leslie Josephine, gone for years, 

why does it haunt me? 

I can’t orchestrate, play Ph.D. anymore, 

my song lyrics are running out, my personality 

framed in a gentler state of mind. 

I still think it necessary to figure out 

the patterns of death; I just don’t know why. 

“There must be something missing 

from this argument, I wish I knew. 

Don’t push me, please wait; soon 

is enough to say goodbye. 

My theater life, now shared, my last play, 

coming to this final curtain, I give you 

grace, “the king of swing,” the voice of 

Benny Goodman is silent now, 

an act of humanity passes, no applause. 
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Florence Calhoun 

Maybe 
 
Is it possible to not judge when  

     she walks in the door? 
 
Is it possible to not judge when 

    she smiles, or does not? 
 
Is it possible to not judge when 

     she seems a bit possessive of your son? 
 
Do you soften a bit when she 

    gives you a nice smile? 
 
Do you soften a bit when according to  

     appearances only, your son has chosen well. 
 
Do you soften a bit when you hear that 

     they met in church. 
 
Do you feel warmth from her when  

     She hugs you goodbye. 
 

Maybe. 
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Jerome Berglund 
 

duck in a tree 

by the sound of it 

something quacking 

Jerome Berglund 
 

tachibana orange 

confirmed bachelor 

all set, good to go 

Jerome Berglund 
a lot of bulk 

in any weigh-in resides 

in bowels 

self-promotion 

Jerome Berglund 
 

running on empty 

can we find pump in 

time 

element of stakes 

       Photo 
          by 
Jerome Berglund 

Marty Walsh 

Just Along for the Ride 
  

When I speak, my shadow  

moves its mouth parts as though 

speaking to other shadows 

hiding in corners or under  

the couch or the one standing 

at attention behind the open 

door, where it’s been for hours now. 
  
I don’t know what, if anything, 

my shadow says or how it feels 

about the lumps in my life 

I’ve put it through. 
  
I’ve tried casting my shadow 

on the wall and talking to it  

in sign. It didn’t reply. 
  
I’m convinced it gossips and talks 

behind my back, like other people’s 

shadows do when shadows mingle. 
  
This morning my shadow lies 

face down in a pond  

while I stand on the shore 

Then it follows me back  

to the car without once gasping 

or complaining and slips 

into the car seat behind me. 
  
As usual, just along for the ride. 

We all know their kind.  

 

 

Marty Walsh 

Old Habits 
  

Old habits die hard. 

They just lie there, 

close their eyes, 

hardly breathe. 

Pretend. Pretend. 
  
Biding their time. 

Biding their time... 5 



Marty Walsh 

I Believe in Things Unseen 
  
Quarks and atoms. Earthworms  

and angels. Galaxies too faint 

for the naked eye to see. I believe 

the soul is a kind of bioluminescence 

to those who can see—mystics 

and children—deer stepping out 

of the trees into a field at dusk 

to watch a solitary hiker pass by. 
  
Like peg-legged Ahab rassling Charon 

for control of his barge—intent on 

turning back to continue the hunt-- 

the soul is mission or it’s nothing  

at all--even wrong-headedly so. 
  
Like a battering ram butting  

heads with a mountain, I too 

can be a numbskull—stubborn--driven.                                                                                            
  
It’s the story of all of us. Failed dreams, 

suffering, dark journeys, encounters 

with forces that overwhelm one. 

And if, in the end, I have no strings 

to weave into a tapestry, no threads  

but loose ends. So be it. I’d do it all again. 
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Florence Calhoun 

80 
 

Is it really, 

yes, and more? 

Doesn’t seem real. 

Joints are sore. 

A mirror here, 

and over there. 

Should hang them all 

behind the door. 
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Linda Susan Amos 

Tonight 
  

I saw fireflies dancing in the moonlight 

I watched their bodies light blink. 

On and off at various times in a myriad of places, 

Making never repeated light patterns in the night. 
  

My heart and my soul danced to their light. 

Bounding higher and higher with each ever-changing scene. 

The lights lit up my soul to laughter, 

And my joy knew no bounds. 

 



Lynn White is from North Wales. Her poem A Rose For Gaza 

was short listed for the Theatre Cloud War Poetry for Today 

competition, 2014. Lynn has been published in Poets’ Espresso 

Review  https://www.facebook.com/pages/Lynn-White-

Poetry/1603675983213077?fref=ts and  

lynnwhitepoetry.blogspot.com 
               
Daniel Williams, a poet of the San Joaquin and the central Sierra 

Nevada, was born and raised in Stockton, CA. A long-

standing member of Poets & Writers, Poets West, and the Ina 

Coolbrith Circle. He was nominated for a Pushcart Prize in poetry 

by the College of the Redwoods. His poems can be found in Yo-

semite's time capsules and on the MAVEN Martian Atmosphere 

Explorer. He is a sponsor of the Robinson Jeffers Tor House  

Foundation in Carmel. Daniel has been published in Poets’ Espresso Review.  

John Zedolik is an adjunct instructor at Chatham University in  

Pittsburgh.  John’s poems have been published in such journals as  
Abbey, Aries, The Chaffin Journal, Eye on Life Online, The  

Journal (UK), Plainsongs, Pulsar Poetry Webzine (UK), Straylight 
Online, U.S. 1 Worksheets, Poets' Espresso Review and in the 

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.       
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Linda Susan Amos 

She 
 

She passes through your life 

Like a shadow in the night 

She is never moving 

Her presence is like that of a butterfly. 
 
Just when you realize that she is beside you, 

You look again and she is gone-- 

No wonder so few really know her, 

While wo many claim they do. 
 
She dashes to and fro 

Yet never remaining in any one place. 

And still you’d swear she was 

Always there beside you. 
 
The way she passes through your life 

Is like a fleeting shadow in the night— 

For she is what most people aim to be 

But what few can ever claim to be. 

Michael Lee Johnson 

Keyboard 
  

Keyboard dancing, poet-writer, 

old bold, ribbons are worn out, 

type keys bent out of shape. 

40 wpm, high school, 

Smith Corona 220 electric ultimately 

gave out, carrying case, lost key. 

No typewriter repairman anymore. 

It is this media, new age apps, 

for internet dreams, forged nightmares, 

nothing can go wrong, right? 

Cagey, I prefer my COVID-19 shots 

completed one at a time. 

Unfinished poems can wait, 

hang start-up like Jesus 

ragged on that wooden cross, 

revise a few lines at a time; 

near the end, complete to finish. 

I will touch my way out of this life; 

as Elton John says,  

“Like a candle in the wind.” 

I will be at my keyboard late at night 

that moment I pass, my fingertips stop. 

  
 
Michael Lee Johnson 

Poetry Man  
 
I’m the poetry man, understand? 

Dance, dance, dance to the crystals of night, 

healing crystals detox nightmares, night tremors. 

Death still comes in the shadow of grief, 

hides beneath this blanket of time, 

in the heat, in the cold.  

Hold my hand on this journey 

you won’t be the first, but 

you may be the last. 

You and I so many avenues, 

Ventures and turns, so many years together 

one bad incident, violence, unexpected, 

one punch, all lights dim out. 

       7 



Brad Buchanan 

Narcissus as a Manscape Artist 
 
hardly limber enough  

anymore 

to administer the rough 

but even-handed justice 

of a shaver  

to my scalp 

I must strike poses  

in the mirror 

watch myself bend  

both ears back 

to scrape off  

each fibrous hair 

now sprouting helplessly 

from places  

where I had 

no feathers before 

when I had a proper shock 

and a cocky  

blond-boy forelock 

like the surfers 

I abominated  

with indecent relish 

I can still peer  

over my shoulder 

to catch that judging 

barber’s gaze 

the level, loving  

impersonal stare 

of an old Italian man 

intent on measuring  

my tow-headed  

slouch for his discipline 

at least in this one  

classic pattern of  

self-knowledge  

I have earned 

the right to brag  

like bold Narcissus 

I wasn’t afraid to drown 
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Beloit Poetry Journal, Freefall, POEM, Atlanta Review, and Poets’ 
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Allen Field Weitzel mentored under Michael McClure and Rod 
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Brad Buchanan 

“but did you die?” 
 
I do not so much shine  

my shoes 

as try to imbue them 
with new life 

as if a little elbow grease 

could rejuvenate  

my walking pace 

or make an awkward gait 

more gainly  

slow steps may pick up 

a gleam from the sun 

as I haltingly  

orbit my home 

late on this October morning 

at any rate  

the dust is gone 

with last April’s moldy pollen 

such have been  

these encrypted times 

a vehicle decal  

asks a question  

I answer  

but cannot understand  

I did not die 

however, grave ward  

my path might have  

seemed to tend 

however raw my disrepair  

a monster truck  

did not ride roughshod  

over the sidewalk  

as I went blind 

and tripped over  

those many curbs  

on break-ankle thoroughfares 

lost my footing in a cloud 

these same old beat-up  

black-soled derbies 

saw me through  

though  

I can admit it now  

I despaired 

 

   9 



Brad Buchanan 

The Grand Seaweed Dam 
 
too young to desire 

or torture each other 

the children plan 

and work together 

damming the flow 

of a creek that leads 

to a seaside beach 

they pile the seaweed  

up in banks 

to bolster driftwood 

logs and rounded 

mounds of sand 

caressed into dikes 

the lank bulbs twisted 

slimy green 

or desiccated 

as in a mass grave 

are buried there 

and keep their structure 

after the water 

has found a path 

to relieve the pressure 

the shapes they leave there 

barely divert  

the swelling drive 

of the same current 

that I discover 

hours later 

while the mothers  

gather chairs 

and tall umbrellas 

and call those diligent  

stragglers home  

from their joyful chores 
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 Robert L. Martin resides in Pennsylvania. He has written three 

chapbooks A Sage's Diary, In Reverence to Life and his latest publi-
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Journal and Poets’ Espresso Review. 
 
Cassi W. Nesmith is a poet and writer from Stockton, CA. She grad-

uated from U.C. Berkeley with a BA in Comparative Literature with 

an emphasis in English and Spanish. She taught Special Education 

for five years in the inner city. Cassi lives with her husband, teen-

aged daughter and two rescue dogs. Cassi has been published in 

Poets’ Espresso Review and BEGIN AGAIN, Words of  
Transformation (Tuleburg Press, 2021). 
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Emela McLaren resides in Manteca, CA. Em serves on Manteca 

Mayor's Art Committee and was the recipient of the “Artist of the 

Year” award in 2006, “Best of Show” 2014 San Joaquin County 

Delicato Photography Contest. Her philosophy is “There is al-
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writing has been published in Poets’ Espresso Review. 
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Diane Webster 

Sky Reverie  
 
One hundred and one 

degrees; no clouds 

disturb blue sky; 

wonder if passed blue, 

space allows glimpse 

from earth like wayward 

wind puffed  

across sweaty skin 

scattering shivers 

like jet’s contrail 

dissipating. 

 

 

Diane Webster 

Ribs  
  
Crow startled  

from deer carcass ribs  

flies to new house  

construction where new studs  

gleam in sunshine  

like freshly picked ribs  

of a deer carcass.  

 

 

 

Diane Webster 

Wall Mural  
  
The wall pretends 

to be a mural, 

invites you 

into its painted 

landscape, 

but as soon as 

bricks bloody 

your nose and forehead, 

you get the joke 

and turn the corner 
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Diane Webster 

Bees Arrive  
  

Long, green stem unfurls 

poppy blossom like bird bath 

except bees arrive 

http://www.brucelevine.com


Lynn White 

All of a Flutter 
  

Here I come 

all of a flutter, 

a flapping frenzy of feathers 

determined to find a space  

in the cooing crowd. 

A space that fits me. 

A space befitting 

a bird of a feather. 

And now I’m ready,  

red legged and pigeon toed ready 

to strut my stuff with the rest. 

We’ll take those tasty tourist titbits 

with a bow here, 

and a coo there. 

We’re their strutting stars 

shining iridescently 

making their day 

until our finale 

when we rise 

up as one, 

all of a flutter, 

a flapping fluttering frenzy 

ready for the next audience. 
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 Lynn White 

The Last Word on the 

Last Bird 
  
It’s almost done. 

We’re close to the end 

the too wet 

too dry 

too bright 

too hot 

bitter 

empty end 

If I could turn back time 

I’d see flocks of birds 

flying into the sunset 

migrating  

as they did for millennia. 

I’d see the too loud gulls 

swooping and diving 

in raucous frenzy  

to fill the sea and the sky. 
  
Now there’s just one. 
  
I’ve nothing more 

to say. 

Abstract Calla  

by Caroline Henry 

Michael Fraley lives in San Francisco with his spouse and daughter. 

Michael has contributed to Poets’ Espresso Review, Pennine Ink, 

Light, The Lyric, miller’s pond, Blue Unicorn, The Road Not Tak-

en, and Better Than Starbucks. M.A.F. Press published his chap-

book First-Born. Tamafyhr Mountain Press published his e-
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Lynn White 

To the Passing of the Nightingale 
 
Where are the songs of spring? 

Where are they? 

Well, Mr. K, 

they are harder to find 

than they were in your day. 

Gone with the nightingale, 

Gone with the meadows, 

the hedgerows, 

the woods, 

The habitats lost,  

destroyed. 

Destroyed like the food 

that people call pests. 

Predated.  

Predated by farmers,  

one way or another, 

the countryside’s guardians,  

that’s what they say. 

The spring singing has ended, 

almost over and done. 

Aye, you might well ask, Mr. K. 

The singing is not as it was 

in your day. 
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Celine Rose Mariotti 

What a Life! 
  
What a life! 

Said the taxicab driver, 

Tired from driving all over 

town, 

What a life! 

Cried the Policemen, 

Tired of chasing after bad guys 

and clowns, 

What a life! 

Laughed the disc jockey, 

Spinning records made him 

dizzy, 

What a life! 

Said the salesman, 

Selling his goods kept him too 

busy, 

But someone else interjected, 

What a life! 

Each day is something new, 

What a life! 

Always something interesting 

to do, 

What a life! 

Making money pays the bills, 

What a life! 

Stay away from the stress and 

the pills, 

What a life! 

Come dance with me! 

What a life! 

It’s you and me! 



Pamela Pan 

100 More Years 
  

I’m glad I chose Sacramento for college  

Now I drive I-5 to see my doctor in hometown Stockton 

Fatigue has been like ghost hands in a well 

dragging me down 

Almost drowning me 

Chills compel me to double my quilts  

Sometimes fever hovers like unwanted guests 

Maybe I have COVID 

Need a rapid test before seeing Mom for lunch 
 
The doctor looks at me with kind eyes 

“I’m sorry. Your leukemia has turned worse 

You probably have 100 more days to live” 

Does sorry take away cancer cells? 

Does sorry erase the chills, the fatigue, the fever? 

100 days when I should have 100 years 
 
My life 

Barely beginning 

Branches still sprouting 

Is coming to an end 

Who created this world? 

Who, so unfeeling, would make my body collapse 

Before it flourishes into a solid tree 

My college, my dreams 

What happens when I die? 

Oh, what happens when I die? 
 
How would my friends from high school feel? 

We’d carpooled everyday  

Starting when we were at middle school 

Their parents turned off radio in the morning  

So we could snooze 

They brought snacks in the afternoon  

To ease our perpetual hunger 

We shared joys and sorrows 

Good times and bad 

They would go on living in the sun 

I alone will disappear into darkness 
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Continued 100 More Years  
 
What will happen to Mom? 

Oh Mom, who put her career and life in second gear  

So Sister and I could thrive 

Mom, I’m failing you 

You have so much hope for me 

So many dreams 

And now, everything is going away 

As my body is going away 

I won’t be the doctor you wished, like Dad 

Or the engineer, like you 

I won’t be anybody 
 
You won’t see the smiling face of my bride 

You won’t have grandchildren from me 

Oh Mom, I want to give you these 

And more 

And yet, I’m going away 

For I only have 100 days 
 
Oh heavens, please give me more 

I have so much to do 

And hope 

Why take me away? 

Why punish me thus? 
 
Oh heavens, pray, give me more 

I don’t want to go yet 

Not when I’m only nineteen 

When I’ve barely found a field I’m interested in 

A girl who blushes upon seeing me 

While my heart pounds 
 
Give me time 

to repay the love and care of my parents 

at nineteen, I finally realize what they’ve sacrificed 

to raise my sister and me 
 
Give me 100 more years 

Then I’ll be content to go 

But not now 

Especially not now 
 
Author’s Note: I wrote this poem after a friend lost her son, a young 

man I had known since he was a little boy. This poem is 

from the young man’s perspective.  
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Glenn Armstrong 

Scars 
 

Most of her stories were sad. 

Most of her scars 
  
beautiful 
though the teacher told 
  
us to never use that word. 

Most of her scars 
  
were stories. 

There were only five 
  
and everyone else 

in the world, if 
  
they had scars at all, 

had scars  
  
that resembled hers. 

Everyone else  
  
thought that she might find 

solace or maybe 
  
take pride in having five 

scars that appeared 
  
on five continents 

like fairy tales or creation 
  
myths. 
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Glen Armstrong 

Christmas Stanzas 
  
My Thai companion  

accuses me of having 
  
a Christmas attitude, 

of wearing Christmas shoes. 
  
We eat pudding  

from disposable plastic cups, 
  
and she never accepts 

a second. 
  
Where there is no proof, 

none is needed.  
  
She finds my anxiety funny. 

I open my gifts 
  
early, before the snakes 

can craft their skin 
  
into driving gloves. 

She thinks this place 
  
has too many boxes 

and too few surprises. 

Wayne Russell 

Lonely Highway 
  
I have always been at peace 

with the lonely highway, and  

the longest night that would 

seemingly never end. 
  
The red-tailed hawk stalks 

its' prey in dead winding fields, 

by dilapidated farmhouses. 
  
I could be the bird of stealth prey, 

mocking myths of silken raven, 

carrier of coda tunes, death by 

the riverside, carnage by full 

infused alabaster moon. 
  
I have always been at peace 

with winding rivers intermingling 

with a starless night, croaking 

toads, chirping insects, soft 

cracklings of a campfire, no 
  
class systems or belongings,  

just an adventure; slowly unfolding 

like the Arizonian desert, in the 

blood lotus birth of a new day. 
 

Wayne Russell 

Time  
  
Time escapes like whispered words 

banished from trees that once thrived 

in tranquil emerald forest. 
  
Time escapes like whispered words 

banished from lungs that have aged, 

lungs gathering toxicity from an  

environment, no longer recognizable. 
  
In savage waves lashing out, there’s  

impending doom, written on innocent 

faces of newborn babies, parchment 

tearstained and blood soaked, by the 

hands of time; escaping like grains of 

sand slipping through skeletal fingers 

reaching.    77 

Wayne Russell 

Mysterious Life 
  
Searching the cosmos, 

thirsting for that oasis, 

metamorphosis shimmering, 

safe asylum. 
  
Written is the tainted novel, 

a lifetime of heartache has 

now vanished. 
  
The rusted chains have 

snapped 

into late this Summer; Autumn 

is lurking in the shadows, 

both our favorite jewel. 
  
I heard her whisper softly 

through the trees, and the 

year's bowed before her. 
  
"Take my hand, let's find the 

answer to this mysterious 

life that surrounds us." 



Allison Grayhurst 

Fish 
 

I saw a fish in sleep 

beneath a curly wave 

dreaming in a prophet-trance, 

its lips and fins relaxed, no resistance 

against the water’s sway. 

Some say the fish was dead, 

but I could see its eyes enflamed, 

traveling deep in a vision unnamed into 

crevices of underwater caves, finding 

peace in a pitch-black reverie. 

I cupped that fish inside my hand 

and still, it did not move, continuing its 

placid ephemeral journey,  

now journeying into the sky, 

able to breathe, transitioning  

into flight and becoming intimate 

with the sun’s heat like never before. 

That fish was so far gone  

into a state of transcendence as 

I released it back into its salty wet home,  

kissing its forehead first.  

I felt it absorb my love  

under its scales, floating away from me,  

silver and white. 

Tranquil, in steady rapture,  

I watched it vanish as it rolled  

across and under the ocean’s blanket, 

as though it never was. 
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Linda Susan Amos 

Haiku 36 
 

Wild roses grow 

Along fences on this old road 

Balm for my aching heart 
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Glen Armstrong 

My Mother’s Elephants  
  
My mother was partial to elephants, 

their sturdy, deliberate grace, 

their ability to fly and rule 

benevolently against all odds. 
  
Their beliefs were private and their gods 

understood by even the little ones: 

water and grass, movement, and joy; their demons: 

hunger and isolation. What felt right was. 
  
Some would argue that my mother’s elephants 

never existed, that what felt right 

was a wish, a starry projection  

shown upon a beast big enough to be 
  
both the screen and the feature film, 

far enough away to inspire hope. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Ryan Quinn Flanagan 

Hyperbole Derby 
 

Goodbye Harpo, no room for Marx. 

Baby names in the heather, a hyperbole derby 

selling wolf tickets by the fang. 
 
The worthless count their worth, empty shopping carts. 

And that is what they do – damage control. 
 
Hello Jackson, in statuesque. 

No more east with your mind in the west. 
 
Bone cold scars in a stairwell of flies. 

Hardly a bang, usually a whimper. 
 
Empires/people end – that is what they do. 

Droopy in the eye of an apple truck bruise. 
 
Leaflets drop from applesauce sky. 

Goodbye Buddha, no love for pest. 
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Ryan Quinn Flanagan 

Tocayo  
 
Confusion is to be expected,  

the megaphone aiming for reach  

and never clarity – 

Queen Isabella wrapped in a gold leaf donair  

and that Tocayo who went down for you 

just last week; identities there to be mistaken, 

it’s doppelganger pie with a common phonebook name, 

instances of shame coming back from funeral flowers, 

cigarettes for sex and that bright orange ancillary; 

the quiet bones of your body like an afterhours museum, 

thick jungle canopy for a head of hair, 

that silence of busy elevators on their way  

to tilted ghost ship floors – 

Abestos in all the stairwells,  

in failing big tobacco lungs… 

a gelding of dirty bathwater blowing bubbles  

large as the angry backstretch world. 

 

 
 

Ryan Quinn Flanagan 

I Guess It’s Not a Silent Movie 
 

We are sitting down to dinner and a movie. 

A warning comes on at the start. 
 
“I guess it’s not a silent movie,” 

I say to my wife. 

“Apparently, there is language throughout.” 
 

“I think they mean bad language,” 

she laughs. 
 
“Never heard of it,” 

I say. 

 
 

 

Allison Grayhurst 

Loss 
 
There, the cement 

is broken by a heavy fall, 

ants make their way in, 

dig tunnels, weeds sprout up 

and birds land. 
 
Beginnings are ugly, born out of death, 

harsh endings and spoonful’s of stone and flame. 

Even the perfect, soft, love-filled endings  

are brutal in their permanence. 
 
I drown in the shallow stream. 

I make music in the desert. 

I touch the worms of my thoughts, 

wagging and whipping up the smooth level below. 
 
Do you know how much I miss you - 

the light in your dark special eyes,  

the light that seeped into and saturated  

wherever you went, and the natural love 

pooling around your small body,  

extending into the corners of this house,  

upstairs, down basement stairs,  

all the empty places 
 
Allison Grayhurst 

Choice 
 
I swayed and found fire 

on my backside, in my insides, 

quaking, cracking the edges and the surfaces, 

melting the dream that sustained me. 
 
Down the slide, there can be no laws but the law 

of commitment to love, to making up for winter 

by honouring the snow and days of hibernation. 
 
Though I have been broken  

like a broken dolphin’s fin, 

I find hope, in the piled-up books  

I plan to read, on the peninsula I leap onto,  

leap while I am sinking, leap  

from one ledge to another, leap  

for summer is ending and I refuse to go with it.  

I refuse to sway, joyless, no music.      75 



Millard Davis 

Crickets and Stones 
  
The village keeps this broken wall 

To hold the township line in place: 

Each council lets the boulders sprawl 

Beneath low vines spread into lace. 
  
The children wrestle in the sun, 

Then lie like stones, without a care. 

They listen at the end of fun 

To crickets’ songs where rocks are bare. 
  
They giggle at the village fool 

Who watches crickets all day long, 

As if the insects were his school 

And teaching with their tiny song. 
  
The fathers of the township talk 

Of building schools instead of walls, 

Of railings where the neighbors walk 

Beside a creek too slow for falls. 
  
The village slumbers into fall; 

It turns the year toward gold this way. 

The leaves that tumble on the wall 

Will not erode the stones away. 
  
The only sounds that linger long 

Are those that came before the town, 

The only voice the after-song 

Of crickets where the wall is brown. 
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Palamedes 
It paused and swung, 

A butterfly on the run 

Its tongue uncurled 

As if to wrap 

Around the blossom 

Rather than take a sip 

And then another. 

I thought of tasting 

Things myself with others, 

Conversations left  

   unfinished.  

And so it swung, that butterfly  

In the air, tasting talkings 

And waving to us with joy, 

A living one inviting us in. 

Just where we’d go we’d  

   not know 

But someone had sent earlier 

That butterfly to open a gate 

If there had ever been one. 
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Marc Livanos 

Living Every Day 
 
My temple greets me  

in the early morning mist  

that to me looks like 

a veil over flower beds.  

A palliative palate of light  

dappled amongst the flowers. 
 
I let it steep into my soul,  

humbled to be in a place  

where life is everywhere,  

drifting as easy as a breeze in a tree. 

Doing nothing here is doing everything. 
 
Slowly, I step aside to listen  

to the rhythm of its calming sounds  

and snag a photo for my soul. 

My endgames are in nature and they 

are the most cherished adventures.  

It’s so amazing. 

 

 

 

 

 

Marc Livanos 

Making a Difference 
 
Mourning doves  

with wings splayed 

head turned sideways, 

sound heartfelt calls. 
 
Nutmeg clouds  

ink clear skies  

warning that the present  

will not come this way again. 
 
Like mourning doves,   

each day you’ll find me heralding  

my life is richer if I say 

“I know I’m heard.”  

 

Marc Livanos 

Summer Showers 
 

Raindrops freshen garden scenes  

with colors vividly seen. 

Red robins peck and prance, 

grey squirrels scuttle and scurry, 

shadows and hues swirl  

with impressions that weave  

a blanket of calmness  

for my happy nap.  



Deborah H. Doolittle 

Richard Wilbur Recalls Us to the Flowers of this World 
 
Eyes open to the ragged cries of cocks 

or alarm clocks. 

                             We rise up each morning 

with the sunlight slipping through our windows, 

lighting up the fringes of the curtains 

and the surfaces of the furniture. 
 
For sure those windows—the world! — are awash 

with them: some dug into formal beds, some  

kept in terra cotta pots, some wild  

in abandoned lots.   

                               But truly they are 

beautiful in their summer abundance. 
 
Duty bound to rise up each dawn, unswerving, 

deserving of our attention:  the red, 

the white, the yellow of all those roses, 

the purples and pinks of nasturtiums. 

the golden nuggets of dandelions 
 
growing where they are not welcomed. 

                                  Who cares, 

now, how they got there (the story is a  

long tedious report of pilgrims and  

vitamins).  Who dares to pluck their roots out 

when children blow all the puffballs about. 
 
Daisy, violet, petunia, pansy: 

no bitterness or regrets surround them. 

Bluebell, daffodil, tulip, buttercup: 

no dark habits inhabit them.   

                                     This sun 

is up to something we can wake to. 
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Harris Coverley 

A Good Speaker 
  
Men who talk to themselves 

only desire an audience they can trust 

and whom they know are certain 

to have the same level of intellect 

and wealth of information 

that they have. 
  
They also like someone who always listens 

and talks back only when they are not talking. 
  
This is perfectly healthy 

until they talk back to themselves 

with a different voice. 

 

Harris Coverley 

Congealing 
  
the hair on my arms is getting thicker 

not is the hair on my scalp 
  
the walls of my arteries 

and the mounds of fat within them are getting thicker 
  
not is my patience with the lot of it. 

 

Harris Coverley 

Dead Men 
  

Dead men write better poetry than the living 

For when they are dead 

We understand that they understand 

The ends of it all 

And the absence of sound. 

     73 

Dylan Mabe 

Appalachia 
 

Older than oak trees 

A terrifying mother 

It’s an eldrich place 



Frank De Canio 

Baleful Harvest     
  

What matter that you made me go  

the distance, like a traveler - 

transported to where runnels flow? 

You’re not the spring I thought you were. 

Not so ̶ the spring I thought you were, 

but some mirage of shifting sand 

that vanished in a wistful blur 

before my importuning hand. 

Before my importuning hand 

those prickles of your fetching rose 

awakened me from fairyland 

to forlorn shores where nothing grows. 

On forlorn shores where nothing grows 

and I no longer plant my seed, 

I rake this rankled season’s woes, 

and yank remembrance, weed by weed. 

I yank its rancor, weed by weed, 

and still my garden goes to seed.  

 

 

Harris Coverley 

Change 
  
I.  
  
Men must be able to change, or they are dead. 
  
The dead do change— 

But only in the way that flesh changes to carrion, 

And bones change to dust. 

Change that is decay. 

Change that is the bitterness of relinquishment. 
  
II. 
  
Change is but evolution, 

And all life on Earth depends on evolution, 

Even within the life of the singular living being itself. 
  
The absence of change is the absence of life, 

The absence of will, 

The subjection of one to the rot of winds and tides. 
  
It is abdication of being 

In favour of something a little less than existing. 
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Deborah H. Doolittle 

Blue Lake Mountain 
 
From River City, is a place 

in constant retreat.  As seen from  

the car’s rearview mirror, it shrinks   
 
it’s iconic volcanic shape 

to fit in the palm of your hand.  

When “Isn’t it Ironic?” plays 
 
softly in your ear, you hum to 

the lyrics you don’t remember 

or fully understand.  Still Blue 
 
Lake Mountain reflects back at you, 

reminding you of the cabin 

you used to inhabit.  Log fire 
 
in the stone hearth, bundles of  

wild herbs hanging from the rafters, 

the dawn’s early sunlight leaping 
 
onto the counterpane, with no 

other log cabin in sight.  You 

just might return its conical 
 
view to your windshield-wiper world, 

which makes you suddenly realize 

that life has shrunk to human size.   

Deborah H. Doolittle 

The Eclectic Bee 
 
tries on different pollens for size,  

for lustre. From the break of dawn  
 
to the sloughing off of sunlight  

at dusk, it tests the breezes, trusts  
 
the winds to blow it where it needs 

to be.  Melodious mornings,  
 
dilly-dally days, but oh that  

auriferous glow that shows up 
 
late on those sullen afternoons. 

Soon it will return sacks packed full  
 
of reminders of times it chose 

to browse the bigger, the better,  
 
the beyond as if coming from  

that prohibitive pond or Holland.     
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Yuan Changming 

You Have Never Had Enough of Love: for Qi Hong  

   & Others 
 
You have never had enough of love 

Such as for Qi Hong, for Yiming 

For Liao Hengxiang, as well  

As for the pepper, acorn tofu and carpcakes 

From your native village in Jinzhou 

For music, light or classic, for songs 

Sung by humans and birds alike  

For poetry by Su dongpo, by Guo Xiaochuan 

By John Keats, by Lorna Crozier 

For the hills at Zhangjiajie, the water 

In Lake Louise, the trees and flowers anywhere 

For whatever is truth or beauty, just as you have fallen  

Passionately in love (again) with someone 

After 42 years of separation, in 

Deed, you never run short of love  

For a human being as for nature 

Be she a standing for herself  

Or for the whole human race  

 

 

 

Yuan Changming 
Syllogism of Chan/Zen Wisdom: for Helena Qi Hong 
 

When I was a country lad in Mayuhe  

I saw both the mountain as it looked    

And you as Xisi, the beauty in my eyes    
  
Well on my journey towards Taoist Dao 

I recalled the mountain fitfully as it turned out 

And you as one of the prettiest girls ever seen   
 
Now almost at my final destination  

I have come to find the mountain as is 

And you as my soulmate, or first and last love 

Frank De Canio 

Bedside Manners   
  

Corona took me off life support  

that linked me up with lobby personnel, 

where bantering with cohorts was cut short.  

My yearly trek to Brooklyn on the L 

train for the wine reception was replaced 

by prophylactic fingers on my pulse. 

Then memories of soirees were defaced  

as forlorn, hardened arteries convulsed.  

The tubes connecting me to Chinatown  

for what had been my customary jaunt  

each year, was scrubbed by staffers clothed with gowns   

from streets appearing surgically gaunt. 

Apparently, I’ve lost the vital signs  

that justify remedial designs.  
  
Deprived of the resuscitating eyes  

of caring cohorts, while I’ve been removed  

from cathartic rhythms of my job, it’s no surprise  

with scarce infusions nothing much improved.  

And so, I lie forlornly in repose,  

while mourners mull about me via Zoom. 

Though still alive, my life has been foreclosed  

in ways that bring into relief the gloom  

informing it. For reminiscences  

now people situations that are lost.  

Yet, pale, computerized assistance is  

attempting to resuscitate the cost  

by offering pale, menial returns 

to serve as ‘hanging on to life’ concerns.   
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Dylan Mabe 

Familiar 
 

ghosts roam the woods here 

haunts of the introspective 

familiar cry 
 

explorers blend with the times 

before we realized their crimes 



J. E. Bennett 

Roads 
  
A crushed orange sunset 

and its seeming pause 

with the encroaching darkness— 

and roads, roads, roads 

of streaming car lights 

spread across the evening 
  
Black tire marks screaked  

and scrabbled up to stop signs!  

Off-ramps spewed vehicles 

here and there into city arteries 

Intersection after intersection 

drivers on the smog-clogged  

highways fought their way 

through shadow and light 

the wind at windows down a crack 

blaring at weary ears 
  
Suddenly a moth splattered  

itself on a windshield— 

and elsewhere something was  

so silent and still 

the dark hummed and hummed.   
 

Frank De Canio 

Heartless at the Checkout Line  
  
 “I’d never take my anger out on you,” 

she said, when I remarked she looked so piqued. 

I had the inclination to skidoo. 

As someone who desired her, I freaked  

out at the dewdrops missing from her ears, 

the stern configuration of her lips,  

her strident voice and mortifying leers. 

Since these impediments did not eclipse  

my longing, they enhanced the rankling sense  

of rupture from the ego that seemed dear 

to me. Indeed, my zeal had grown intense 

enough, she had no reason to cashier  

me, or to “take my anger out on you.” 

A policy position I would rue.  
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J. E. Bennett 

Memory 
 
When it rouses, the eyes 

seems to question ̶ but a 

whisper 

in the dark answers   ̶
 
and something strange, 

unwieldy comes on the  

scene, 

limply, warped-lipped, 
 
it merely stands there,  

not knowing what it means.  

Yuan Changming 

All That I’ve Loved Most Dearly: for Helena Qi Hong 
 
When I die at another antlike moment like this 

No human crowds would gather to mourn my loss 

Nor would anybody really notice my departure  

Much less shed tears, even if because of the wind 

Yet I am sure trees will shake off their leaves, horses 

Will stampede, raindrops will taste somewhat salty 

Hills and mountains will all murmur in a muted voice  

Above all, Zhuhai will weep under sagging clouds  

For it well knows there will be no more human soul 

On this planet trying to connect with the city as far  

As from beyond the Pacific, so closely and constantly    

With its myriad spirited fingers caressing every 

Synapse of the neighborhood, the very building 

Where you dwell, while poetry cannot help feeling 

Empty as if its heart were hollowed by my absence   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heather Sager 

Mojave Desert Hymn 
 

The puffy white cumulus cloud 

hangs, parked,  

in the immense blue sky 

over the desert. 

The salt flats shimmer. 

Here, dweller. Grab this spirit-pen 

and write on the desert. 

Create a pattern, a story 

on its hopeful surface. And tread,  

walk with your body. Journey, explore. 

But, be careful. The desert life 

and plants are fragile. The land  

whispers, breathes. It is paramount that 

you must live here, and express—  

but leave no trace. 
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Heather Sager 

I Left the Shore 
  

The nausea of getting on the boat, 

when I’m used to remaining 

on shore. 

The look of the orange sunset 

on the restless waves. 

My friends on deck. 

Apartment units visible in the skyline 

of Lakeshore drive. 

The shake in my hands 

when I’m directed to the jib sail, 

told to place my foot against the vessel’s edge 

and grasp the cable, pull when being told. 

Fear hammers my chest, lungs 

like breaking glass, unexpected. 

I was told the owner of this boat 

was spectacular rich. 

The glide of water, the terror 

under the boat’s speeding, full sail, 

grasping so hard because I don’t want to 

let down my friends—I’m 

just not strong, my fingers already strain. 

The other sleek boats race us, 

Lake Michigan at sunset, at night,  

the waves growing deep soon they’re black, 

the lights of us rippling like yellow oil 

over the abyss, and in purple sky 

true night. 

After rough waves, where I nearly lose my grip 

but am by a stronger arm saved, we return, 

the skyscrapers of Chicago zooming into view 

in the purple sky.  

The boat calm now, the sail, my friends perch 

on the cabin.  

The steel-and-glass, onyx skyscrapers 

bigger than belief climb towers of lighted city sky. 
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Continued Love in the Autumn 
 
Our new love is a different love., 

a wanting and a need to  

give unto each other, 

and a moral obligation to fulfill, 

our pledge we made as we  

came back to earth. 
 
So here we are, emissaries of the  

guidelines of love and the keepers 

of love's sacred mandates 

for the sake of future generations.  
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J. E. Bennett 

Along the Towpath 
 
One day out walking 

along the canal 

I sensed an instant ̶ 
a poem, an ode? 

with a vision more beautiful 

than any other ̶ 
Suddenly I lived  

and I breathed, 

there was an instant 

of real life 

all blown up 

rich and unsullied 

an instant of clarity  

with a music 

and a lyrics 

so wordless 

it was like 

an epiphany. 
 
I might have passed on  

without notice 

but then  

something of the instant 

demanded attention 

in all its being 

it burst into music 

a music  

so elegant 

and eloquent 

I was in a dream 

of dreams 

seeing and feeling 

the life of all 

life so calm 

somewhere 

beyond eternity ̶ 

for an instant 

it seemed  

I was touched  

by the tenor 

of the universe. 



Robert Martin 

Love in the Autumn 
  

As the new love bit into the loin, 

a primal love coated with scented herbs 

that took us into the wilds 

that led the way through the rusty corridors 

with flaming torches 

extinguished after the love grew old, 

the freshness blew away with summer's wind 

as it settled down into autumn's yard. 
  
It breathed a new breath that resurrected 

from the ashes of the love burned out, 

the love emptied of primal urges, 

the wildness that brought us to  

the relinquishment of the mind  

for the sake of the feeling, 

the torch that extinguished with the 

chronicles of time. 
  
Here we are devoid of the blindness 

that took over from love's first bite, 

the call of the jungle, the untouched foliage, 

the heavy streams, the pelting rain, 

the veil that dropped over our wide eyes, 

the urge that took over our desires, 

that commanded us to follow its ways 

and led us to our losing of ourselves 

for the sake of love to let its 

power devour us.  
 
Here we are in the autumn of love, 

back on the ground so we can feel 

the stones under our tender feet 

as the biting wind blew us back to earth, 

our new land that all lovers have  

to return to. 
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Dr. C. David Hay 

Old Poets 
 
Old poets, like old soldiers 

Are destined to fade away,  

But there’s no cause for sadness; 

They had their banner day. 
 
They took the road less traveled 

And marked the way with care 

So those who followed in their steps 

Could read what led them there.  
 
Poems are wings of the soul 

To inspire and comfort the heart; 

The pen can paint with splendor 

To rival the palette’s art. 
 
And when they finally cross the bar 

May their legacy linger to say: 

The world is left a better place  ̶  
Because they passed our way. 

 

 

Dr. C. David Hay 

The Way It Was 
 
What ever happened from the way it was 

To the way it is today? 

The measure of one’s worth it seems 

Is what we are able to pay. 
 
Good manners are forgotten, 

Smiles replaced with pout, 

Somewhere along the way 

We forgot what respect is about.  
 
Get all you can—while you can, 

Ignore the Golden Rule, 

The one who cares for others 

Is classified a fool. 
 
So, reminisce the good old days, 

They may be gone for good  ̶ 
Unless we change our selfish ways 

And treat others the way we should.  25 



Dr. C. David Hay 

Dreams 
 
Dreams are shadows of the mind 

Of times so long ago,  

And special friends and places 

We were blessed to know. 
 
Like memories in the mist, 

Just beyond the mystic door 

With scenes of bygone days 

That makes the spirit soar. 
 
Make memories you can live with, 

For they will comfort best 

When specters of the dark  

Must put your mind at rest.   
 
Although the past is fleeting, 

Along with youth, it seems; 

Peace is just a nod away  ̶ 
As long as we have dreams. 
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Josie Beaudoin 

If the Truth Be Told 
 

If I should leave tomorrow 

and not have said “Goodbye,” 

the loss is mine to carry 

the loss is mine to cry. 
 

It was always of my choosing 

your love that I implored, 

but I have to say, in honesty, 

it was I who loved you more. 

Robert Martin 

Lord of the Seas 
 

If only I could rule the motion and the tides, 

the temperance of the skies,  

wrap the clouds around my mind, my soul, 

stand above the waves, the wrath, 

the upheaval of the underground,  

the diabolic floors, the deep-sea spirits, 

subdue the churning of the waters, 

the works of the capricious twisters, 

the children of the Lords of the Dark, 

hovering over the broken rhythms  

of the rolling waves,  

smashing and overturning its own columns 

with its grayish colors at war with each other,  

playing with the ships and  

singing war chants in its acts of demolition, 

exercising their power over the sea, 

all in a day in the life of the children of the Dark. 
 
The time has come to disrupt  

their devilish escapades, their fun with the ships, 

smooth out the tumultuous waves and 

make the passage-way safe again as it was before; 

the time to reprimand the deeds of the tempest, 

to blow them away with my all-powerful breath, 

my own wind from my own secret arsenal, 

then reach down and lift the ships, 

knead their iron clad bottoms, 

feel their terror-stricken tears in my fingers, 

sing a soothing lullaby to them  

and send them on again to their designated port, 

all in a day in the life of the Lord of the Seas. 
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Dylan Mabe 

Coming of Age 
 

a mountain empire 

from the ancient split highlands 

the green sage blossoms 



Bruce Levine 

Perfect Synchronicity 
   
Perfect synchronicity 

The over-lapping of time 

Pursuing reality in a vortex 

A microcosm of days reshuffled 

In a stream of holidays 

Out of sync and unfulfilled 

Solely based on retail sales 

Christmas before Halloween 

Santa Claus before candy corn 

Easter eggs before turkey 

Thanksgiving Day turned  

into Black Friday 

Rushing refusal on  

high octane speed 

Dedicated to the devotion  

   of greed 

No longer the goal post 

From New Year to December 

Rushing through life 

Without stopping to breathe 
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Bruce Levine 

The End of Time 
 
Prisms of light 

Scatter the sky 

With bands of color 

Emulating bands of truth 
 
Fortunes resounding 

In echoes of canyons 

Carved with a chisel 

Of serpentine greed 
 
A rainbow reminder 

Wrapped ‘round a finger 

Promising forever 

A holier time 
 
As Pharaohs remind us 

With iconographic splendor 

And timeless emotions 

Unravel and unwind 
 
When fate reaches skyward 

Unleashing its power 

Breaking the rainbow 

Into splinters of light 
 
No longer a highway 

That seemed like forever 

The week we remember 

Destroyed with a dream 
 

Josie Beaudoin 

Autumn Memorial 
 
I didn’t mean to think of you ̶ 
   it wasn’t my intent, 

but such a wave came over me 

   I could not but relent. 
 
The morning fog that’s lifted 

   has placed within my view 

the best of every moment 

   when I lived my life with you. 
 
There’s not a walk I’ll take today 

   upon the Autumn ground, 

where you will not be with me  ̶
   where you will not be found. 
 
And in these memory moments, 

   should I smile or should I grieve, 

Still, I’ll damn the Autumn moment 

   that you ever had to leave. 

 

 

 

Josie Beaudoin 

One More Day 
 
If I must have just one more day 

   to hear my Summer’s gentle song, 

Let it be a day like this ̶ 
   a day away from care and throng. 
 
Let me know the sweet caress 

   of tides against the sun-tanned skin ̶ 

Slow and sure each dear embrace 

   confirming life that stirs within. 
 
Just one more day may I implore 

   my hours be spent in utter bliss 

lying on an August shore 

   and leaving Summer one last kiss. 
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Maura Gage Cavell 

Thank You for Seeing Us in… 
                 for Carol Tuttle 
 

…the smooth and slow river as it  

winds through hills in easy early  

spring sunlight, softest yellow glow, 

new blooms beginning to grow in 

the park’s cool air, water rippling  

gently, lapping; the curlicue  

design of a banister on  

a bridge creating tiny waves,  

silvery teardrops and gentle  

rain, the curve along a roadside’s  

overarching and tunneling trees, 

branches interweaving, locking 

connecting, twigs laced like fingers  

when two are softly holding hands. 
 

 

 

 

Maura Gage Cavell 

She Travels by Train to the Farm 
 

She travels by train to her new 

life, fidgeting with her purple 

gloves with lavender sprays sewn on 

the edges near her wrists.  The train’s 

whistle and steam stream skyward, blue 

open skies waiting to catch them. 

At the station, she freshens her  

makeup, tidies her hair, begins  

her drive to her husband and child. 

The farm is a wide stretch of plush 

greenery as they drive to town. 

After they put their groceries away, 

they sit on the bright porch, baby  

cooing and dog playing—easy. 
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Cleo Griffith  

Not the Swan 
 

Man, it’s been a bumpy ride, hasn’t it, 

up to now? So why should it be smoother 

anytime soon? That would be asking 

to ride the swan through life instead 

of the fire-breathing steed you are astride. 
 
As you have carried your heart 

and kept it bound and safe through 

whirl upon whirl that never cease, 

you hold it still; it beats like forever! 

You have its blood and health, 

energy, your brain, and brilliance, 

no circling frenzy of life-shocks 

has dimmed you, you will choose 

to keep riding, it is too soon, 

too soon, for the carousel to slow, 

to stop. Too soon. 

 

 

Bruce Levine 

The Drifting of Time 
 
The day drifted by 

Or flew by 

Hard to decipher 

Work obliterates thought 

In a stream of consciousness 

Unconsciousness 

Pursuing goals 

As an end unto itself 

Shapeless 

Racing from one entity to another 

Without connections other than themselves 

Each one tied to the central theme 

Yet independent 

And drifting  

Their own haphazard ideas 

Played against the venues afforded each one 

And seeking the end of their journey 

In a new reality 

Fulfilled by the drifting of time       65      



Cleo Griffith 

My Love Poems to You 
  

When I write a love poem  

I never think about  

the mass of things 

our love involves,  

books by hundreds,  

photos all over walls, 

clothes in closets,  

pots and pans 

and toasters, 

kitchen table, 

so many chairs of different shapes  

and sizes. 

I never think of where  

our love has taken us-- 

into this house, 

the last one of our bonding,  

our old-age residence for two plus cat, 

cleaning supplies and filled pantry. 

How important each detail 

to our love. 

I never acknowledge them  

when I write my love poems. 
  
When I write a love poem  

I think about the years of decisions, 

of family and conclusions reached  

holding hands,  

how important you are,  
  
and I forget about  

that mass of things. 
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Maura Gage Cavell 

Lanterns and Sunlight 
 
Lanterns dim as sun comes up, streams 

across the room, through floating dust 

and to the fireplace, candles  

halfway burned down, a silvery  

and gilded, glistening mirror  

deflecting and reflecting soft 

yellow fans of sun rays. As she  

rises, she goes to the window, 

looks out on the fields all golden  

like amber topaz as far as  

she can see, the horses walking  

in the distance just beyond barn  

and pond.  The sun reaches even  

farther, spans, fans the woods with gold. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maura Gage Cavell 

Gestures 
 

Horses run through the woods, so free, 

so wild.  Brown, black, white, and gray— 

Such beautiful tails, such thick manes. 

Off they run along beach, across 

the island.  Palominos, sun- 

kissed ponies, such freedom, such life, 

such gentle, strong, individual  

strength.  They swim across the water, 

gather on the other side where  

they eat and rest.  Waves roll in, back  

out again, the sun drops behind 

the clouds, and as all sleep, night comes. 

The moon’s light glistens on the backs 

of palominos—starlit, dark. 
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Javed Alam 

Proem 
 

I believe in reason,  

In free will,  

In science, 

In human stupidity,  
 
And in the magic of love. 

I believe we are slaves  

Of our habits, 

Our desires, our biases.  
 
I believe our decisions 

Are mostly automatic,  

Bypassing reason. 

I know science casts doubts 
 
About free will,   

And flirts with Determinism,  

But that negates 

Our individual responsibility. 
 
I have doubts about Fatalism,  

About pre-determined destiny, 

As they contradict 

The concept of divine justice.  
 
I believe we can change things  

If we have a burning desire  

To change, remain persistent,  

And are willing to face fail-

ures.  
 
One needs thousand pages 

book,  

An encyclopaedia, to explain  

Such complex beliefs. 

This is my Proem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Javed Alam 

Like a Poem  
 
Sitting in a cafe  

Of a hotel lobby, 

I read her patiently  
like a poem. 
 
Her every feature, well 

aligned,  

Stimulates an imagery,  

Evokes desires, 

Infuses longing. 
 
Her smiles, dimples, 

Playful eyes,  

The vanilla scent  

Of her skin,  
 
The dexterity  

Of her hands, and lips,  

The colour of her Hijab,  

The curl of her back,  
 
All crafted together  

Like the stanzas of a poem.  

Her every glance, 

Every laughter,  
 
And the sound  

Of every syllable, like 

the metaphor,  

Enough to ignite 

The fire of imagination. 
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Ahmad Al-Khatat 

Untouched Fleshes 
  

How long will I love you woman 

Your scent will wear your breath 

With eyes like the sun, I am nervous 

about my unfinished, and undreamed joy. 
  
My enemy washes my blood of his hands 

Looks into me! burns my past and presence 

We breathe heavily as unpleasant summer rain 

She screams, apologizes, and tears like a paper boat. 
  
Those silent moments have not spelled a word, 

His empowering face still seems like a deadly river  

I search deep in his eyes for untouched bodies  

She stares at the sky for several hours, asking  
  
for a cigarette. I wonder what she would do if  

I stop her from smoking and kiss her truthful lips 

Will he hear us and sends his tainted fingerprints 

on my abandoned skin then I question my freedom. 
  
She holds my hands and doesn't let me go away,  

She says that her family owes an apology for me,  

My watery eyes stop from aiming at the blank sky,  

I love you woman, but I miss those untouched fleshes. 
 
 
Cleo Griffith 

Endless with Glitter 
  
Some sweet wisp drifts, solo memory-- 

fragrance like a passing rose or falling star-- 

sets my mind to youth’s upward gaze upon  

the endless future and its glitter. 
  
Some sweet thing stays, a final thread of ambition 

where much has been abandoned or let slide, 

my feet upon a path with exits all too close, 

with question marks quite dark, day incomplete. 
  
Sweet, remain with me for this short time 

before the end of everything.                                 

Let me hold you and remember why 

I chose to live along the tumultuous road 

knowing the end would be this way. 63 
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Ahmad Al-Khatat 

Unwelcomed Farewell  
 

When you articulate nothing at all 

My heart becomes an occupied city  

With the noise from the rockets, not birds  

The clouds drop blood on my fictional planet. 
 
The blue skies open its chest to those fireworks  

I look at those happy faces, lovers kissing lips, 

and pretty dresses. I am sorry darling for loving you  

without the ability to cover up my lousy tears. 
 
Do not shatter the windows of daylight’s nostalgic  

Open the door of unwelcomed farewell before they bomb us 

Hit me with an axe before the death scrapes me  

Wear a dress to reunite with my defeated spirit. 
 
I am still awake, and I want more colours of happiness  

I want new syllables to run over my refugee's tongue 

I also desire some pulse to hear with my ears and eyes 

closed at my imagination cuddling with you all night long. 
 
 
Ahmad Al-Khatat 

The Price of Humanism  
 
Who is going to make the best offer for the price of humanism? 

Who is going to buy humanity in one click! 

Who is going to auction our rights and principles? 
 
Money buys happiness for some people 

Greediness and selfishness are invading their black hearts 

Kindness sips liquors with a freedom of speech 
 
While the real speech is waiting on his death role 

It’s ridiculous how hard to cleanse our hearts and souls 
 
Most of the goddess cottages are with wrongdoing prophets  

who fight the believers who spell God with their accents? 

I'm sorry my child, humanity judged you before you are born  
 
Who will wipe your tears? like the way your mom and I did  

Recall that you are free and don't belong to any privileged class. 

Lift your head to the sunshine and be proud of your values.  

 

Javed Alam 

Home 
  
I am from here, I am from there, 

yet I am neither here nor there.  

                   - Mahmoud Darwish  
  
I reach home, home. It fails to recognise me,  

the tide of being "other" hits 

the shores of my heart, 
  
and washes away the joy. 

I walk through the streets: 

strangers, strangers. No friends.  
  
"When are you going back?" 

A new neighbour asks. 

Everything has changed. 
  
New houses, new lanes, new idols, 

new songs, new aroma in the air. 
  
My heart whispers in a language of loss: 
  
I am from here, I am from there, 

yet I am neither here nor there. 
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Michael D. Johnson 

Haiku 
 

the chaparral hills 

engulfed in a smokey mist  

fire dyed sunsets 



Sheikha A. 

Twinflames (Air)  
    for Jupiter in Aquarius  
  

Nobody captured turbulence –  

science in its manic form; 
  
they say the realms shattered  

from an embrace so pressing   
  
urgent spheres of fog peeled 

off its vapour – perforated fabric  
  
of time that came under nobody's 

taming. He came too close to earth  
  
chasing after her running – they saw 

each other through waves of glass- 
  
like clarity: honesty bare yet tender.  

He hauled heavy nets into obscurity,  
  
heaving shoals of stars on his beach  

of silence. He rode high tides on  
  
his shrinking mercury of resilience –  

temptations of mystery – her tenacity  
  
on the wind that disrupted his tunes: 

his semblance of control on the night  
  
of his expressions. She was his word,  

unassuming like the wrist of a geisha  
  
wielding the sword of a samurai – esoteric 

like code: tumbling psychedelic waves,  
  
enchanting like lore –  

seams of whirling galactic quicksand,  
  
evaporating like reality –  

coming into union inside bell jars. 
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Cotntinued Handel and Hidden   
She hesitated as she searched for her coat -- 

my arm snaked out from the darkness 

as I seized her ankle with my hand 

  “Oh dear!” she cried out                                                                                             

others circling her wondered at a 

giggling coat rack attached to her ankle 
  
by one small arm     

  

 

 

 

Daniel Williams 
Getting Street Feet 
  
Shoes were saved for church or school 
Easter came then a release from shoes 
about the time of the last day of school 
  
There was no painless way to achieve a 
thick pad of callous on the souls of feet 
no easy path from tender foot to tough 
  
I would casually take them to the asphalt 
tar oil and black gravel soaking up the sun 
a fierce San Joaquin heat made you run 
  
Fence posts along roadsides a great boon 
each slim shade at least 20 degrees cooler  
where one could stop and dance about 
  
You could tell how far along you were by  
the number of shade slots you could pass 
while walking at a slow and leisurely pace 
  
Until that July day when I felt nothing 
junkyard dogs of fire could bite my feet  
and I could walk a mile on white hot coals 
  
Kids playing in the fields would sometime 
halt their games and gather around just to 
watch as heat waves arose up over us all 
  
As I, their swami, took his time in torpid sashay 
floating as it were down the hot black way 
by then of course his useless shoes too small 
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Daniel Williams 

Handel and Hidden  
  
For years George Frederic Handel 

and the Stockton Civic Auditorium 

were one and the same to my mind-- 

This the story of how faux rococo 

and 18th century oratorio 

could come together and be as one  
  
Just before Halloween and until 

their performance on December 21st 

the Stockton Chorale would welcome 

 church choirs to rehearse with the  

university conservatory orchestra  

to perform an exuberant Messiah 
  
In the fog and mists of the San Joaquin 

Christmas aglow with bright greens 

and reds and warm hearts sat the   

old auditorium--a huge acoustical ear 

with a giant golden rotunda and  

purple corduroy seats in long rows   
  
My brother sister and I would  

get comfortable with gran and watch 

for our baritone father and soprano  

mother in the sea of faces on stage-- 

by the time of the Hallelujahs, I was 

asleep until a huge timpani boomed 
  
Once I’d gone in search of a restroom 

wandered down a long winding ramp 

into a darkened hall that dwarfed me 

I headed straight to the door that had  

taken my parents and entering a huge  

room saw racks of colorful hung coats 
 
With the Amen Chorus rising and falling 

muffled by distance I had a grand idea-- 

soon the choir members talking among 

themselves returned to that room and I,  

hidden under the coat rack, watched every 

foot until my mother’s avocado pumps     
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Michael D. Johnson 

The Fog of Night 
  

As we wade into the fog of the night,  

In fear, people reach and grope with blind eye.  

May there be on all of our paths bright light.  

Hurried from their houses, fleeing in fright,  

No time for farewells, no huddled good-bye,  

As we wade into the fog of the night.  

Hubris hoists feeble minds to lofty height,  

With unbridled tongues that lead with a lie.  

May there be on all of our paths bright light.  

Why? Why do the giants abuse their might?  

Concealing answers, who will tell us why,  

As we wade into the fog of the night?  

In dire plight, we know the way that is right.  

The way ahead, for every step, we cry,  

“May there be on all of our paths bright light.”  

Treading through carnage and unsightly blight,  

Our hope in our future keeps our heads high.  

As we wade into the fog of the night,  

May there be on all of our paths bright light. 
 

Michael D. Johnson 

The Efflorescent Season 
  
Day after day your splendor is revealed;  

Bright, fragrant colors emerge from the earth.  

Sable nights can’t keep such beauty concealed.  

The waking morning sun, beyond the field,  

Is a groom that soars from the bridal hearth.  

Day after day your splendor is revealed.  

No words are spoken, no speech does it wield,  

Yet with senses thrilled, we all feel its worth.  

Sable nights can’t keep such beauty concealed.  

The rebirth of spring has barren souls healed.  

Trees now swaddled in greenery and mirth;  

Day after day your splendor is revealed.  

As I lay, my meditations are filled  

With springs finery, swelling my hearts girth.  

Sable nights can’t keep such beauty concealed.  

Such grandeur displayed; in awe I have kneeled.  

The efflorescent season brings no dearth.  

Day after day your splendor is revealed;   33 



Ann Privateer 

My Father Mystery  
 

I dream about my father who was never sick 

a day in his life, he’s wearing his grey fedora 

we look at each other but never speak. 
 
He was 50 and I was 16 when he awakened  

in the night to die, the doctors called it 

arterial thrombosis, a membrane break. 
 
His silence was what he could not undo 

I was silent too, thinking if I tell him a joke 

he’ll revive, come back, not be here yet gone. 
 
He often punned with me, told me this one 

Years ago, “They thought he’d kicked the 

bucket but he just got a little pail.” 
 
That was our world lived, then gone 

by his unplanned death, a threshold  

we passed through separately. 

 

Ann Privateer 

My Father 
 
Had a heart attack 

One night when I 

Was 16, I ran barefoot  

Across the street to fetch  

The neighborhood doctor. 
 
I can still feel the gravel, but it 

Was too late, an ambulance  

Came and took his body. 
 
Mother kept his work 

Clothes on the hook 

In their closet where he 

Had hung them.  
 
Sometimes I'd go into 

The closet and hug 

His clothes, breath in 

His scent and cry. 
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Ann Privateer 

A Bird  
 
travels lightly to view  

where gods once floundered  

to embrace sleep and escape 

time 

always to settle  

devoted to permanence  

shaken by the stars beyond 

crestfallen and floating away 

the bird flies blind in darkness 

sensing destination, calming 

the leaves on the trees  

the home like a basket full  

of life, like feathers that flow.  

 John Zedolik 

Using Sense                                         
 

The deaf boy, who ran down the hill 

and across the street 
 
told of his conquests of the wet deep 

that ran in rivers 
 
through these ridges and their rising 

trees: bass and trout 
 
leaping to the bait and line—as expressed 

by the neighbor teen’s jumping 
 
throat and angling arms—as my dad listened 

to the accounts of rod and reel, 
 
heard the trembling stories through years 

of growing wonder to man, 
 
the deaf boy, hooked by ears, 

would become. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Daniel Williams 

Lines for the Wok Cook at Panda Express 
  
The hero in the novel you’re writing  

is one tough hombre mister 

all the ladies working the line are  

secretly in love with him 

and since you are him 

we know who they secretly love 

too bad the story is set in Sedona 

too bad the sizzle of hot fat and 

demands for more orange chicken 

distract you from cleaning your nine-mike 

but even here among these Bok-choy 

bell peppers bean sprouts 

a man can still walk these mean streets mister 
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John Zedolik 

Cosmic Sense                                                           
  
An uncle’s house clung to a hill 

that bulged as befit a chunk of land 

closer to the moon than most 
  
properties as I deemed in young 

fantasy, tugged by its tide strong enough 

to bow the soft surface unequal to the task 
  
of resisting so maintaining level 

ground necessary for our exclusively 

adapted feet than can buck little 
  
variation, especially to lunar bulge, 

which I, as a child, light, could 

manage like an intrepid astronaut, 
  
up to the corn field that crested 

this stretch of arced soil facing 

the pull stronger than the bulk 
  
of earthly addresses, but beyond that 

a mystery, a possible mountain, rumple 

unseen stretching, terra to Diana between. 
 

John Zedolik 

Mediation       
  

Japanese was the tongue 

that tethered the two and then 

the Eurasian tot between 
  
who will grow up to stretch 

east and west in his life’s 

full blossom, the cherry-fruit 
  
of their each-for-each rikai* 

and reach to branch while spreading 

roots that will touch, translate 
  
to those antipodes setsuzoku-sumi* 

by the warm salt of the medium ocean, 

nestled ’tween north and south. 
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Gary Lee Brown 

Smoke Wings, Strong Wings 
 

Crow spirit, feather spirit, 

Dark spirit, light spirit, 

Smoke wings, strong wings, 

Bless my eyes, bless me. 
 
Healing ways, old ways, 

Eyes shine, knowledge there. 

Spirit floats on your wings, 

Courage yours, strength mine. 
 
Old ways, new ways, 

You there, me hear. 

Together now, rising now, 

On bright air, higher. 
 
Come to me, soar with me, 

Wise one, ancient one. 

Bring joy, dance your joy. 

Life for you, life for me. 
 
Dark clouds, light clouds, 

Smoke wings, strong wings, 

Eye-shine, star-shine, 

Your ways mine. 
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Ann Privateer 

This 
 

the land of my birth  

this where time drips fog 

and mist is only a drop away 

where rain turns all things gray  

each day, where every prey  

is dreary and realizes its fate  

to grow in dismal weather 

takes its toll, affecting all. 



Carla Ann McGill 

Summertime, Childhood  
 
By the time heat arrives, 

six-pack cartons throughout the shed, 

cars parked along the gravel road, 

Grandpa’s overalls full of pipe smoke,  

ominous laughter. 
 
Four miles south, Mr. Brown 

has a hundred chickens, two dozen 

hogs, lots of rabbits, 

the Palomino mare, 

pepper trees wilting. 
 
Crows, steady as railroad ties, 

calling through coarse and golden fields; 

giant of memory and presence, 

the great mountain is splashed, 

streaked with light. 
 
Later, bruised slopes 

ache in the purple aftermath. 

TV lights appear in the window 

from the house where Granny 

irons pillowcases, drinks warm milk.    
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Carla Ann McGill 

Warm Winds  
 
On the swing in dry 

winds, Granny digging weeds 

from the garden 

eucalyptus trees by the tracks 
 
When the train went by 

in those warm winds 

she would look at me 

and smile, as if something 
 
wonderful and mysterious 

had happened, and later 

when she cooked ham and beans, 

my father’s muscled arms looked sad 
 
to me, and Pal, my dog 

who licked my hands 

as I sat at the table, 

winds hollering at the door. 

Yuan Hongri 
     Translated by Yuanbing Zhang 

The Bath of the Cool Breeze 
 
Prehistoric words of the gods are waking up in my body 

The platinum city from a strange planet is as if in a fantasy  

   on the blue coast 

The giant men and women who walk by the light do not know  

   trouble or sorrow 

There where the temple of the gods is in their heads,  

whose light is like wine flowing in the blood 

And the music of the stars sways gently around them,  

which is like the bath of the cool breeze on the earth 

The huge ship of stars which they have ridden can arrive  

   at the other side of time 

To let you get a glimpse of yourself yesterday in the future  

and in the divine light of fragrance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simon Perchik 

Untitled 
  
One sun stays calm, led off 

by footsteps not yet mornings 

though you make a fist, learn 
  
not to look down the way rivers 

float behind as one more caress 

to shape the endless goodbye 
  
with stone, broken, emptied 

smoothed between the dead 

and tiny holes bursting into flames 
  
–you reach for its shadow 

already rippling over the pieces 

used to losing bit by bit 
  
stones that are not these stones 

not that sun, smaller and smaller 

or under your feet some other. 
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  淸风之沐 

史前的诸神之词语正在我体内醒来 

那陌生星球上的白金之城在蓝色海岸上恍如梦境 

那乘光而行的巨人男女不知道烦恼或忧伤 

他们的头颅里有诸神的圣殿光芒如酒在血液里流淌 

而星辰的乐曲在身边拂荡犹如地球之上的淸风之沐 

他们乘坐的星际巨舰可以抵达时间的彼岸 

让你一睹昨日未来之你神性之芬郁之光 



Yuan Hongri 

Another Me from the Heavens 
      Translated by Yuanbing Zhang 
 
If blue is namely white and black is namely red 

and gold is transparent as crystal 

and light makes the soul smile forgetting  

the sun moon and stars 

and you were filled with wisdom, drunk  

for thousands of years 

and back to the prehistoric giant city 

and that giant is just like another me from the heavens 

by the lotus throne in the golden palace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yuan Hongri 

The Azure Sea 
     Translated by Yuanbing Zhang 
 
Tonight, I thought of the platinum city above in distant space 

Where there is no day and night, and the giants are  

 interstellar travellers by spaceship 

Their words have the dignity of God and create the holy King-

doms 

So that the pictures of the soul in the maze of memory  

lasts a billion years 

Standing by the azure sea near the great palace with swirling 

sweet music  

in the city of the gold. 
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     天上的另一个自己 

                             远红日 
 

如若蓝即是白而黑即是红 

而黄金透明若水晶而光芒令灵魂微笑忘了日月星辰 

而汝醍醐灌顶一醉千年而回到了史前之巨城 

而那金殿之莲花宝座上的巨人宛然天上的另一个自己 

   蔚蔚之海 
 

今夜我想起那遥远太空之上的白金巨城 

那儿没有昼夜巨人们乘坐飞船在星际航行 

他们的词语拥有上帝的尊严而创造圣洁的王国 

亿万年的时光是一幅幅灵魂的画卷在记忆的迷宫 

黄金之城橚矗那飘洒蜜甜乐曲的巨人殿宇之蔚蔚之海 
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 Carla Ann McGill 

Sky Blue Pontiac Bonneville  
 

Normal weekday, his spit-can down 

by the chair, snuff pouch on side table. 

Cars wheeling past over Santa Fe tracks 

extending out to an oblivion 

I knew and felt, ache in my eight-year- 

old solar plexus, train already 

rumbling down the way. 
 
Grandpa came in from wiping 

dust from his sky-blue Pontiac Bonneville, 

admired by neighborhood chicken 

ranchers, rabbit breeders, 

then sat down, mist on the horizon.  

Blue overalls, sharply pressed  

by Granny each and every week. 
 
What was it about those paved 

streets on a hot day? Instead 

of pathways out they were 

trapped along with crows, 

eucalyptus windbreaks, 

seams threatening to loosen 

and then tear apart. 
 
Coffee from a saucer next morning 

and on his way out, whiffs of biscuits 

and ham persistent in kitchen air, he 

dusted the sky-blue Pontiac Bonneville 

again and again as the orange sun dropped 

while Granny and I folded clothes, 

tried to wash haze from the western sky. 

                             



Michael Fraley 

Tribal Recall 
 
Between the branches and the stream, 

I spied the steps... 
 
The cracked and ruined steps, 

Leading to an esplanade 

Crowded round with celebrants 

Feasting on the lunar night. 
 
Stars were lined up in the sky 

Between the sights of windows high 

In towers astronomical. 
 
Then we wore our plumage light 

And danced in circles rhythmical. 

The central fire would flare up bright, 

Casting shadows on bare skin. 
 
Sacrifice was not our sin; 

We did not cut the throats of kin. 

But in the valley to the east, 

Blood gods claimed both man and beast.  

 

 

Michael Fraley 

Our Danny Cat 
 
My Danny is the darling one. 

No, never would I call him fat. 

He is a true companion fun 

Dressed in the costume of a cat. 
 
He likes to sit beside my feet. 

He looks at me with his large face 

Composed and hopeful, calm, and sweet. 

His look says, ‘This must be the place!’ 
 
I’ve never travelled to the poles, 

Nor do I dream so far to roam. 

Big Danny shares my modest goals; 

He much prefers to stay at home. 
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Danny 

Continued There Is Still Heavy Hope, Yet 
 
Somethings in life are initially artificial, 

But God’s love is so very bright and beneficial, 

And is never poor, down, or dully superficial. 

Like to be surely sacrificial, 

By being undone and unofficial, 

Like of faith’s growing grey grizzle, 

Only when you are, with life, done, 

Like after the last downing of the sun, 

When from Earth to Heaven you’ve just begun, 

When you’re finally with your lost brethren and have won, 

You will make your final complete and comprehensive run. 

 

 
 
Brady Spicer 

The Slap Seen All Across the World 
 
A surely seen sound surround slap, 

You can’t ever take that right back, 

And that’s a free and fervent fact, 

Like within the mind so snapped, 

To entrap, 

A rare rat, 

Without it’s thinking cap. 

But even if you lack clear control, 

Like selling your Hollywood soul, 

You may pay the truest of tolls, 

On the way down that long poll, 

Through a perfect pitch-black hole, 

And return as a red button, 

Now that somethin’, 

On an unstable self-destruct console. 

Ready and willing to blow, 

With unlimited ammo, 

And a stubbed big toe, 

That like a nose no longer continues to grow, 

Like a vacant deserted no longer green meadow. 
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Brady Spicer 

For the Truest of Treasures 
 
Bushes wisping in the wild wind, 

A gust so strong you want back in, 

And as a weak shining sun dims, 

Blackness comes from out then in. 

Like a desert, 

Still a desert, 

From way back when, 

Like amazingly akin, 

To a bold, barren planet. 

One day we may all have it, 

What we all want and stash it, 

The true treasure right away. 

For a deeply drenched day, 

That hopefully is far away. 

But that may, 

Come someday, 

Sometimes one way, 

Over a still hump day. 

Under a corrosive day, 

Like a downed mayday, 

Or a long-lost layaway, 

Due to mostly being in dismay. 

But be careful what you wish, 

Even if it is dearly delish, 

From a huge hug to a small kiss, 

To ending up on the close weekly unobvious obituary list, 

When you’ve been served by life a sharp and settled swordfish, 

A most degenerated, depraved, damp, distant, and deadly dish. 

 
Brady Spicer 

There Is Still Heavy Hope, Yet 
 
Pure and promising Pat Estill, 

Is certainly caring and civil, 

In life’s deep and down drizzle, 

Where most flying flames fizzle, 

Like a broken and mean missile. 

Life’s sure sniffle, 

Can cause some swivel, 

Like being worn down by a sharp chisel, 
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Michael Fraley 

Swans 
 
I dreamt I saw this very swan 

At twilight on a sheltered lake, 

Bestowing beauty in her wake. 
 
Lovely in form to gaze upon, 

She glides by me without a trace 

Of effort in her stately pace. 
 
With splendid virtues seldom found, 

Swans enjoy a special gift— 

Our spirits in their presence lift. 
 
If I should come to be spellbound 

By gracefulness combined with ease, 

My captors would be such as these. 
 
Swans restore the heart of me 

That longs for slow simplicity. 

They’re somehow able to inspire 

A calm reflection I admire. 
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      Santa Cruz Street Scene 
           by Caroline Henry 



Raquel González 

Reflection: New Week, New Badge, New Beginnings 
  
Last week I left the ER with mixed emotions. After being their  

employee for half my life, not by choice but by need, it was difficult 

to accept that I was moving in a different direction. I walked out with 

my head held high knowing that I was able to grow, learn, and overall 

make a difference every chaotic night and day I showed up. I can 

share many stories. I remember moments, I can hear the cries and I 

can visualize yesterday. Nothing beats the sacrifices by many whom I 

have worked with, despite what they were battling, in order to  

nurture a complete stranger. With too much to say, and too many to 

mention, I would like to tell everyone whom I’ve worked with that 

I’ve enjoyed every slice of you and me. There were times no one 

listened, there were times I felt alone, there were moments we were 

told we couldn’t, there were inspirational speeches, there were  

teachers, there were frustrations, then there was my ER crew, stand-

ing front and center, holding hands surviving another shift at all cost. 

I cannot repay or make up what we have had or encountered, but 

I’m forever grateful for every single one of you, and the experience. 

The value of what I have learned and the growth it gave me really has 

no value. I’ve had coworkers, I have made friends, and some  

became family. Thank you all, because of you, I stand taller, I am 

proud, I have gained, and I am a better person.  
  
They say there is not a right age to do anything. The right age is when 

the thing you want to do is pulling on the strings of your soul and 

begging you to listen. That is where I am at now. Yes, it is a little un-

comfortable, but here I go. 
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Emela McLaren 

Continued Teetering 
 
“In Your Name,” she murmured, and sank to her knees, 

Knowing that he disagreed. 

She waited respectfully, biding her time,  

to see how He’d want to proceed. 
  
“I like them,” He said, “they are favorites of mine.   

Of all of my creatures, they pray.   

They sing to Me, in churches, and temples and mosques, 

Their noises are joyful to Me.” 
  
He waved at her, moving her back to her desk, 

Her draft papers blank, starkly waiting. 

“We must find a way to convince them this time; 

There is no more time for debating.” 
  
She straightened her papers and started again, 

although it was now nearly dawn. 

“I’ll give You my best,” she said humbly to Him, 

“I expect it,” He said and was gone. 

 

 

 

 

Susan Feltman 

To Be a Russian Soldier 
  
Death comes tramping down the highway, 

Hear our footsteps two by two, 

See our faces, proud, courageous, 

First time ever far from home. 
  
No more fuel, at night it’s freezing. 

Leave the tanks and search for food. 

Cannot sleep but keep on going. 

Funny, how they look like us. 
  
Crowds of people block the roadway. 

Babies, children, moms, and dads, 

Calling insults, singing anthems, 

Tell me, which ones do I kill? 
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Susan Feltman 

Teetering 
  
The humans are at it again, she despaired,  

their actions are reckless, unstable. 

I’ve warned them so often, but they have not changed, 

and soon, they will not be able. 
  
The birds have retreated, the bees nearly gone, 

the sun burns too brightly each day, 

The storms that blow strongly from ocean far inland 

should show them they must mend their ways.  
  
“They still could reverse it,” she said to herself, 

“But how can I force them to listen?” 

She opened the window and took a deep breath, 

determined to find a solution. 
  
A sad Mother Nature returned to her desk. 

She held her draft papers and sighed. 

“Here’s what I’ll tell Him,” she told herself firmly. 

“I’ve failed, though I’ve certainly tried.” 
  
“Father,” she wrote, “I have struggled my hardest, 

But humans it seems cannot face it. 

They’re clever indeed but so short-sighted too, and 

perhaps too afraid to embrace it.” 
  
She put down her pen as the tears filled her eyes, 

She covered her face with her hands. 

“There’s only one way through this darkest of nights. 

I am through making subtle demands.” 
  
I’ll send them a winter with snowfall so deep, 

Their shovels and snow plows will falter, 

I’ll send them a summer to keep them inside, 

Tornadoes and hail, but no water.” 
  
“No.” 
  
His hand touched her shoulder, 

His voice soft but clear. 

A column of light filled the room. 

His face filled her mind with His eyes 

full of love, compassion and worry and pain. 
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Jennifer Fenn 

Dog Walking 
 

Two labradoodles and I  

cross the boundary 

between the sidewalk  

and Clovis West High School. 

We step through the open gate  

to this vast, green field, 

a new land of opportunity  

to sniff and make their marks. 

They pull me on their leashes,  

pushing their mustached snouts 

through patches of clover. 

We pass a fenced-in pond  

filled with bamboo and koi 

for biology students, 

and the football team 

practicing for their first game. 

The puppy plops his fluffy white 

body 

onto the velvety lawn 

before we exit these grounds. 

Then we see a sign: No pets. 

Were we illegal aliens 

in this lush paradise? 

Both dogs pant with their 

tongues out, 

as if laughing at what we got away 

with. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jennifer Fenn 

The Old Cologne Bottle 
 

From my medicine cabinet, 

I lift the glass bottle  

with the blue and gold label 

“4711 Echt Kolnisches Wasser”, 

real water of the city of Cologne. 

I pull off the dust-caked gold lid, 

giving my wrist a squirt  

of light citrus and aloe 

wafting on a breeze  

after a light rain. 
 
I’m taken bank to Germany, 

walking with my Aunt Carola 

in the bright green vastness 

of the Hanover palace gardens, 

the rain-taps on our umbrellas 

still fresh in our minds. 

The sky is still clouded in waves  

of white and gray like her hair. 

A fountain sprays high 

like the rise of her laughter. 
 
I spritz another whiff, 

hoping to hear her words again. 

But the scent quickly fades 

to a faint powder one. 

Sighing, I shut the cabinet. 

Hope is the thing with feathers that perches 

in the soul and sings the tunes without the 

words and never stops at all. 

                                            ~Emily Dickinson 



Jennifer Fenn 

Digging for Buried Treasure 
 
My sister and I, aged four and six, 

kneel in dirt beside the garage 

under the afternoon shade of the athel pine. 

We dig in a patch of dry ground 

with blue plastic shovels, 

searching for buried treasure. 
 
Maybe we’ll find dolls in filmy, floaty dresses 

that not even Toys R’ Us has! 

Maybe stuffed animals with shining plastic eyes, 

bright ribbons around their necks! 

We never imagine dirt in their fur, 

although it’s made black rings under our nails. 
 
Wow! Now our hole’s up to our elbows! 

Our shovels strike something hard, skinny, and pink. 

We dig faster, pulling it out with our tiny hands. 

We run into the house to show Mommy. 

“Look what we found! What is it?” 
 
She takes it gingerly, turning it in her long, slim fingers. 

“It’s a root,” she explains. “Roots help trees drink water.” 

Smiling down at our dirt-covered hands and jeans, 

she marches us down the hall for our bath. 
 
My sister and I sit silently in the tub, 

frowning in the quickly browning water, 

our dreams of digging up new toys 

dissolving as fast as the soap bubbles. 
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TWIXT 

Escape 
 

liquids looking to leak 

investigate each crack 

push their potential to 

be water-small to free 

big 

Continued What It Took for You to Go 
 

My father was tired of sitting there with pre-recorded episodes of 

 Jeopardy blaring for the fifth day in a row. 

“Let’s see, father-in-law, have you thought about your garden this 

year?” Your eyes opened for the first time in days and your face 

broke, your joy. Acres you tilled and planted and let us grand-

kids harvest your robust vegetables. 
 
The two of you discussed tomatoes, zucchini, and radishes.  

“Everybody likes them,” you explained, “because of the way the 

spiciness works in salads.” 
 
We grandkids loved plucking the radishes out of the ground, 

plump purple, all the colors of roses, Easter Egg radishes. 

You had garlic, onions, carrots, tomatoes – those fatty, rich  

tomatoes, Lord, did you have zucchini!  
 
The overgrown arbor draped in grapes with the tough skin  

on the outside, bitter seeds and flesh on the inside grapes.  

My cousins and I’d chew on two of them before spitting them 

out. We weren’t worried about waste, because the birds got most 

of them, anyway.  
 
The land had lain dormant since my grandmother’s death. 

You directed my father thoughtfully. My dad did what you  

couldn’t do. On the back of a piece of paper, with physical  

therapy exercises you never did on one side, he drew the beds 

and wrote the names of the vegetables inside of the boxes. 

Once you both were satisfied with the way the preparations 

looked, my father and I stepped out of the room for more  

coffee.  
 
I did not see as you turned slightly towards my mother, 

without looking at her, took her hand and a deep breath  

and gave up your spirit. 
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Angle 
 

The light the moon cast caught and jeweled dewdrops. 
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Cassi W. Nesmith 

What It Took for You to Go 
 
I didn’t know if you could make it without her.  

How could you adjust to living without with your wife ̶ 
someone you’ve been happy with since you were nineteen  

years old? 
 
When you sold your old van and bought a big, shiny white truck 

room for all of us grandkids to pile in the bed, this was years ago 

when kids rode in the back of trucks, I was shocked!  

My grandfather is not going to give up that easily. 
 
Three of your six daughters, my mother was the first born 

“The sisters” is what you called the collection, cleaned out my 

grandmother’s art studio under your direction, painted the inside 

of the house the same gleaming white of the truck, and replaced 

the hardwood floors with maple Pergo laminate.  
 
When winter and spring passed, and summer came on, 

the only way it can in Fresno, harsh, hot, and dry, you took off 

your long underwear. All the sisters saw you had lost a lot of 

weight, something you could never afford to do.  
 

Your body was riddled with cancer, your kidneys on the brink of 

failure, to no one’s surprise, your lungs hardly functioning. 

The frantic calls from my mother came in quick succession, 

“It’ll be a week at most, thirty-six hours, maybe even later  

today.” We sped as fast as we could. To be honest, we were  

striving to be the last to tell you good-bye.  
 

You knew it and it pissed you off. Your body was like a skeleton  

covered in an ivory sheet and you scowled, telling us to keep the 

babies away, your pneumonia was contagious. By then, no one 

wanted you to live any longer. Not even you. 
 
You had your liquid lunch spooned into your mouth. But you 

continued to suck cigarettes, oxygen tubes up your nose 

terrifying your nurse, amusing no one who knew you.  

Tubes in your nose weren’t going to stop you from something  

you enjoyed since you were twelve years old. It was my mother 

who lit your cigarettes. It was my father who brought up your  

garden. 

Michael Meinhoff 

Gun Violence 
  

Outside 

not far away 

someone is repeatedly  

firing a gun 
  
All of a sudden 

a wind (not a bullet) 

swirls around my windows 

as if in a panic 
  
followed by complete silence 
  
We, the people killed 

by those who found us 

in the way, say 
  
see my white handkerchief, 

pick it up from where it lay, 

and let it fly away 
  
from you  

as best it can. 

 

 

 

 

 
Millard Davis 

A Fence I Know     
  

There is a fence not far away 

That harbors many an autumn day. 

The corner fills each year with leaves 

Which no one misses, so no one grieves 
  
At never seeing them back again. 

It's only when it's dripping rain 

And other leaves have fallen down 

We notice them huddled on the ground. 
  
But I am one who hears the song 

Of a cricket there when others have gone. 

This alone would give it worth 

Among all the fences here on earth.  
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Michael Meinhoff 

A Quiet Person Speaks Out 
  

I might say anything. 

I could say something. 
  
I usually say nothing, 

but nobody listens                                                                                                           

to my silence, 

except maybe you. 

Michael Meinhoff 

How to See the World 
  

Walk up!  

Walk down! 

Walk all around! 
  
To walk is to see --- 

but only if your mind 

is still. 
  
If you really  

want to see the world, 

learn to walk 
  
without thinking. 



Sanjeev Sethi 

Fourberie 
     Previously published in Grey Sparrow Journal, Summer 2017 
  
Appetence pushes me to you. Don’t reeve 

me to your unresponsiveness. Next time   

I will come with the keys. For now, let us 

audition for our two-hander on wrappings 

of rain. Its petrichor more sensual than 

scent on our shelf. Remember, the flotilla 

of footfalls that hounded us? Let us go   

back to ballads we couldn’t bellow. They  

will stoke our secrets, cancelling the chorus 

of half-hearted crossovers. 

  

Sanjeev Sethi 

Poultice 

      Previously published in Eremos Magazine, April 2021 
 

When you’ve recklessly harmed 

a source you had no intention 

of incommoding: 

the all-time quick fix 

is to reach His adytum. 

In prayer, there is prescription 

and pardon. 

Besides contrition and 

consciousness of   

not seizing a slot 

in a thoughtless run-in: 

wait for your sky to clear. 

Sunshiny impressions score. 
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Sanjeev Sethi 

Meta 
    Previously published in Amethyst  

Review, Aug 2019 
 

Paraphrases of the past invite me 

to a buffet of desserts. I rebuff the 

offer. Gilded delineation in aphotic 

sequences may have visual grace 

but speculative episodes aren’t for 

me. I seek no mid-term exam. Each 

sunrise-to-sunset, I test myself. My 

faith requires no visa. It carries me 

sans authentication. 

Edward Fisher 

Time’s Spoils  
 
Time, that quarrelsome, old curmudgeon, 

     With knotted beard and voice of ruin, 

Whose slow momentum is a revelation 

     Like the eerie eye of the falling moon. 
 
Time, heaped up in the deep places of sleep 

     Where Whitman snores, at home among leaves, 

And Thoreau is alone by a woodland pond 

     In inklings linking a circle of song. 
 
Time, in the wind & the rain on the roof, 

     As the painted turtle goes wandering off; 

In the standing dead where the woodpecker knocks 

     At the concentric heart of the oak. 
 
Time, like a door in the night slamming shut, 

     Where I walk a wheel-rutted road washed out; 

Time, where the lowly earthworm drowns 

     Looking for heaven and higher ground. 
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Brevities in everlasting fluid 

flash-catch briefer ephemera and leap, 

individualities of joy spring 

up, settle, inhabit memory in 

habits. 



Edward Fisher 

Nameless We Are Born 
 
Nameless we are born,  

Living idle lives, 

Full of love, heroic,  

Without purpose. 
 
Empty wisps of day 

Ticking into time, 

Longing where the planet  

And the wind falls. 
 
Rivers in the east 

Open at their mouths, 

Children's voices singing  

Of a kingdom… 
 
Dreams that border sleep 

Swallow up the house; 

Trembling leaf & shadow 

At my threshold. 
 
All we know is this:  

What was is no more; 

Everywhere a circle 

Going nowhere. 
 
Wordlessly the moon 

Curves into the night 

Washed ashore like driftwood  

At my window. 
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They are like thoughts, long reeds that 

resist horizontal; flexible lengths, 

inflexible intents; many single strengths. 

Brenda Kay Ledford 

Animals 
   After Walt Whitman's "I Think 

   I Could Turn and Live with Animals" 
  

I think I could live 

with animals, they offer 

me gifts of peace, 

I could stand 
  
at my kitchen window 

and gaze at them all day. 

They do not complain, 

they do not worry. 
  
I share a kinship 

with the creation, 

I accept their space, 

inhale the same air. 
  
White-tailed deer appear 

as ghosts in my yard. 

They prance and munch apples, 

their black eyes meet mine. 
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Brenda Kay Ledford 

Nantahala National Forest 
 

The wilderness road 

loops through Winding Stairs 

Gap, 

the ridgeline breaks forth 

with watercolors splashing 

layers of mountains. 
 
Cinnamon sprinkles maples, 

ginger and pumpkin spice 

dazzle on the poplars. 

Leaves pulse on the wind, 

Blanche stops at the overlook 
 
and grasps her flannel jacket. 

Jet streams from a cross 

in the azure skies. 

Shadows fall on the hillsides, 

salmon clouds floating  
 
like canoes over Franklin. 

Above Standing Indian  

Mountain, 

a Full Hunter's Moon 

reflects like gold 

in the Buck Creek. 



Mikel K 

They Are Calling Me Sir 
  

When I was young 

back before 

high blood pressure pills 

and diabetes 

took the place 

of Jack Daniels and coke 

I never thought about being old. 

Now that I am old 

I don’t feel old 

and still think 

that people  

are talking about 

my father  

when they call me “Sir.” 
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Mikel K 

I Must Have Been Insane 
  

to choose to be a poet. 

I should have been  

an accountant 

or a carpenter. 

Mikel K 

You Are In 
 

a constant state 

of circumstances 

way beyond 

your control. 

Mikel K 

Falling to the Ground  
  

I watched you fall. 

Then I watched you  

pick up yourself  

from the ground. 

It warmed my heart 

to see you not quit. 

You will never quit 

this I know and I have 

learned from you 

about picking myself up 

when I fall to the ground. 

Allen Field Weitzel 

Pattern  
 
Followed the pattern of water drops  

that stained the window I used to  

look through to watch you walk away.  

Rain has never been kind to me ever since.  

Thin overcoat to protect me from the cold,  

not from winter, but days without you.  

Whenever rain comes now, I wonder 

if you think of that shoulder you  

used to turn toward me; never  

knowing if you or 

I could have given more. 
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Edward Fisher 

Moon Creature 
 
I know your luminous approach at ebb-tide 

Riding on the pupil of the eye; 

The crazy legend of your lunatic kiss 

And barefoot moon-child myth… 
 
Your orbit is the sojourn of a snail; 

Your trajectory: horn of the profane 

Evolving into savage tooth & nail 

And the water music of eternal change. 
  
Origin of orgies, doomed domain of ghosts 

Bordering on mountain peaks & dry sea-beds, 

Your course is a flower of frost, and the lost 

Ancestral voices of the dead. 
 
Web-fingered goddess at the river’s end 

Who combs her hair with the shell of the world, 

Whose tongue is a ululation, a lament, 

A magic sea-fan, a coral whorl. 
 
Tragedy shapes your lonely refrain 

Curved into a song of human longing; 

Darkness drags you along on its chain 

Ever-deepening, never-returning 
 
Mirror-silvering every woodland stream, 

Amphibious vision, celestial rebirth  

Dissolving into destiny’s dangerous dream— 

A flying hoof, a foothold for the earth. 

 

 Edward Fisher 

Realm of the Fawn 
 

Tangle of bramble, 

Meadow thistle and gnarled bark— 

Realm of the fawn 


